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Messages from the Management

2018

has been an extraordinary year for Ton Yi Industrial. As well as
celebrating its 50th anniversary, the Company faced demanding global politics
and trade obstacles, tough market competition, China’s Environmental protection
restrictions, product structure of the Company and operation model
transformation, and requirements for manpower. These issues have been
extremely challenging and should not be underestimated. Ton Yi Industrial
implements the concept of “honest hard work, innovate to improve”, which
implies that all the employees shall put effort into work as well as having
discipline, quality shall come before quantity. The Company relies on all
employees, the assistance of supply chain partners, and the demands of the
customers to lead the Company forward in order to make progress under all types
of pressure so that the management team may obtain first-hand opportunities to
steer the Company onto the path of innovation.

Food safety first, impeccable quality, respect life, value health
and safety
Following our corporate culture of integrity, the Company strives to provide
safe, hygienic and visually appealing tin cans, food and beverages for consumer,
employee and the environment alike. So that consumers may use products with
peace of mind, the Company optimizes the food supply chain so that consumers
may use products with a peace of mind in order to exert influence on society and
reduce the impact of our production on the environment and continue to improve
the value of products and services through after-sales and technical services,
creating a sustainable business. So far, the Company has obtained ISO17025
TAF lab certification, passed ISO9001, ISO14001, OHSAS 18001& TOSHMS
and received JIS G3303 certification. The Company introduced ISO 22000 &
HACCP and CNS mark in 2014 in order to build a food safety mechanism and
boost customers’ confidence to “purchase products made by Ton Yi Industrial”.

Value Environmental protection, green
impeccable quality, customer satisfaction

management,

“One Core + Four Advantages” is the Company’s fundamental business strategy.
With “quality management” at its core we are actively developing the
opportunities to grow by “group advantage”, “competitive advantage”, “capital
advantage” and “industrial advantage”. Rather than the Company’s original
business strategy, the Company shall team up with the parent CompanyUni-President Enterprise Corp. to plan for beverage production and packaging
materials productions and sales in China market, as well as expanding into metal
cans food and beverage filling production. The Company shall then become a
comprehensive packaging and diversified production manufacturer and build a
second growth curve for the Company.
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In addition to the continuous exercise on the four advantages, the Company
shall develop a customer base in a unique product segment which divides the
Company and its competitors of the market and expand its diversified product
areas as well as strengthening its organizational discipline, improve int ernal
management, and enhance the Company’s external competitiveness. The
Company shows their responsibility to the shareholders with a more rigorous and
transparent corporate governance system. When facing changes in the regulatory
and overall business environment, the Company shall train the employees
internally and externally so that the employees in the relevant fields may adapt to
updated regulations more quickly. Through continuous learning and discussion,
employees shall stimulate a response strategy for the change of the overall
business environment.

Operation perspectives
The Company is gradually building a full range of packaging container and
beverage production core technologies, and combines the Group’s advantages in
the market layout of China’s beverage production business to expand to the rest
of the world. Ton Yi Industrial shall keep on improving its technology and train
its talents, focus on environmental issues and food safety as well as its
responsibility for sustainability. The Company also implements economic
responsibility to promote corporate governance, and shares the corporate social
responsibility to create a delightful and secure enterprise for employees and
social environment, and strives to produce better investment returns for
shareholders.

Chairman
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Chapter One Corporate Social Responsibility
Management
1. Task Force
In accordance with the Company’s “Corporate Social Responsibility Code of Conduct”,
Ton Yi Industrial set up a CSR Task Force in 2010 which coordinates all issues and
strategies relating to corporate responsibility. It is managed by the Planning Department
under the direct supervision of the President. The task force consists of cross -departmental
units, which are the Corporate Governance Team, Employee/Social Care Team, Product
Service Team, and the Sustainable Environment team which handles various issues relating
to internal and external communication and management, and report s to the President
through management and project meetings. The plans and performances of the CSR Task
Force are escalated to the Board of Directors annually, and there are 3 reports for 2018.



The Structure of the Task Force



Policy

Evaluate impact from an economic, social and environmental perspective and i dentify
material issues that are relevant to stakeholders. These considerations are gradually
incorporated into the Company’s management and operations, thereby ensuring
sustainable development.

Corporate Social Responsibility Policy
Enforce corporate governance and culture of integrity;
Enforce shareholders’ interest and transparency of business information;
Provide safe products for cusmtoer needs;
Reduce energy and waste to faciliate green business;
Respect health, safety and friendliness of the environment;
Participate in charity and fulfill corporate responsibilites.
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2. 2018 Material Issues
In order to develop more in-depth understanding of stakeholders’ needs and
expectations and respond accordingly, we have adopted a 4-step process (identification,
prioritization, confirmation, review) to identify stakeholders of issues of material concern.
We conduct questionnaire surveys regularly (once every two years) and shall make
improvements based on the results of the first half of 2018 questionnaire survey. After
identifying stakeholders of the issues, we make responses and propose improvements in our
annual reports.

▼

▼

Issue
Aspect

Management approach + Indicator

Report

Step 1 Identification
1. Stakeholder identification: Based on the experience of our departments and peers and by
following the principles of dependency, responsibility, tension, influence ad diverse
perspective of AA1000SES Stakeholder Engagement Standards, we have identified seven
categories of stakeholders, which are: shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers,
banks, communities and government agencies.
2. Identification of concerned issues: Based on an overall assessment of future prospects,
sustainable strategies, impacts on the supply chain, GRI guidelines and common issues of
concern among local and foreign peers, we identified 35 issues that are relevant for
reporting.
Step 2 Prioritization
1. Questionnaire survey and analysis: We arranged a questionnaire survey for stakeholders to
analyze how concerned stakeholders stand with respect to each issue. A total of 88 valid
responses were recovered from the survey. These questionnaires were analyzed by the
Company’s senior managers to determine the level of economic, social and environmental
impacts.
2. Project team discussion: Based on levels of stakeholders’ concerns and extent of economic,
social and environmental impact, we have identified 8 material issues.
Step 3 Confirmation
After conducting materiality analysis for the relevant issues, various task forces are to
evaluate the completeness, scope and boundary of information disclosure, and gather key
information and performance data for the reporting period that are relevant to stakeholders ’
concern. Each department has contributed to the preparation of this report by following
principles of completeness, responsiveness and inclusivity, thereby ensuring that information
pertaining to material issues is duly disclosed in the report.
Step4 Review
The annual CSR Report is continuously reviewed after it is prepared. Doing so would ensure
that the disclosed information and performance is free from inappropriate and incorrect
statement, while allowing improvements to be made in subsequent reports.
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Stakeholders

Based on the stakeholders involvement in the business scope of each unit, each unit
collects information and concerns of stakeholders through different communication
channels such as phone, E-mail, written documents and the websites, and focuses on the
degree of issues and the impact on the Company for different stakeholders to determine
the substantive and important concerns. The main expectations of the seven categories of
stakeholders for Ton Yi Industrial are as follows:

Shareholders：We create the best
profits for the Company and
shareholders through a complete and
transparent corporate governance.

Customers: We provide good quality,
good credit, good service, fair prices
that will become your trusted
business partner.

Employees: Employees are the
Company's most important asset and
the foundation of the Company's
sustainability. Focus on employee
training and inheritance that shall
grow and flourish together.

Suppliers: Treat business partners in a
justified, open and fair manner. in
order to achieve the goal of sharing
profits and sustainable growth.

Banks: A trusting relationship is
formed to facilitate the use of funds
through the open and transparent
operation of the Comapny.

Government agencies: To comply
with regualtions is a basic requirment.
Always pay close attention to
international trends and follow
regulations.

Community: Participate in charities
and engage in neighboring activities
are the basic corporate
responsibilities.
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Analysis of Material Issues
Based on the questionnaire survey of stakeholders’ level of concern, and the

management feedback to analyze economic, social and environmental impacts, Ton Yi
Industrial identified 8 material issues from 35 issues in 2018.

Stakeholders’ level of concern
Level of environmental, social and economic impact

Topics of material concern

Economic

Environmental

1

Economic performance

7

Corporate governance

8

Risk management

14

Compliance to environmental
protection laws

31

Customer health and safety

32

Marketing and labeling

34

Technology R&D

35

Compliance of economic and
social regulations

Aspect

Social
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Material Issues Impact Boundary

The material concerns which affect the scope of internal and external organizations,
and the response to the corresponding chapters of various stakeholders.
Aspects

Impact boundary
Material
issue

Economic
Performanc
e

Economic

Corporate
governance

Significance

Consistent and
sustained profits are
the foundations of a
sustainable business.
It is also the
management’s goal
to improve operating
performance.
Development of
complete corporate
governance
framework that
enables information
transparency.

Correspondi
ng chapter

Within the
organization
Ton
Empl
Yi
oyees

●
Corporate
governance

●

Impact on
corporate
governance on
operations
●

Risk
managemen
t

Enforcement of risk
control, thereby
reducing and
preventing
operational risks.

Environment
al

Compliance

Comply with laws
and reduce operating
risks.

Customer
health and
safety

Food safety is the
utmost priority, for
which the Company
shall adopt stringent
measures and
attitudes as means of
control.

Corporate
governance

Sustainable
environment

Product
service

Consumers shall feel
safe about using the
Company’s products

Product
service

Technology
R&D

Minimize
environmental
impacts, tighten food
safety requirements
and explore
innovations on an
ongoing basis.

Product
service

Social

Marketing
and
Labeling

Compliance

Comply with laws
and reduce operating
risks.

Mutual
prosperity

Shareh
olders

Impact on
corporate
image,
financial
position and
operating
performance
●
Impact on
operating
activities and
corporate
image
●
●
Impact on
operating
activities and
corporate
image
●
Impact on
operating
activities and
corporate
image
●
Undertake
strategic
development
projects in
line with
market trends
●
Impact on
operating
activities and
corporate
image

Custo
mers

Suppli
ers

●

Direct impact
on internal
operations
●

Corporate
governance

Outside the organization
Bank
s

Comm
unity

Govern
ment

●

Direct impact on operations of borrowers or
investees.

●

●

Direct impact on operations of borrowers or
investees and impact on the Company’s reputation.
●

●

●

●

●

●

Direct impact on operations of borrowers or
investees and impact on the Company’s reputation.

●

Impact on the Company’s reputation.

●

●

●

Direct impact on external customers and suppliers ’
activities.
●

●

Direct impact on external customers’ activities.

●

Impact on the Company’s reputation.
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Stakeholders’ Engagement

We communicate with outside world and stakeholders through the official release of
information on Company’s website, annual report and CSR report, and use various
channels to understand the issues of concern to stakeholders and respond to them
accordingly.
Stakeholders

Concerned issues

Communication channel

Frequency

Corporate
governance
Risk management
Technology R&D

Annual shareholder meetings

Annually

Investor conferences, annual reports,
corporate social responsibility reports

Annually

Financial statements

Quarterly

Significant information on MOPS、
Disclosure of information on Company
website

Timely

Visits to customers

Unscheduled

Disclosure of information on Company
website

Timely

Customer satisfaction survey

Regularly

Shareholders

Customers

Corporate
governance
Marketing and
labeling
Technology R&D
Labor relations
Occupational health
and safety
Training and
education

Employees

Suppliers

Banks

Government
agencies

Communities
and
neighborhoods
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Procurement practice
Risk management
Supplier
environmental
assessment
Compliance to
environmental
protection laws
Economic
performance
Corporate
governance
Labor relations
Occupational health
and safety
Customers’ privacy
Emissions
Effluents and waste
Risk management
Water
Local communities

Various management measures, awards
and disciplines, promotion
announcements
Labor Pension Fund Supervisory
Committee, Health and Safety
Committee, Employee Welfare
Committee

Timely

Regularly

Labor conference, enterprise union

Regularly

Internal website, internal recruitment,
education and training

Timely

Counseling, audit, on-site inspection

Regularly

Steel and packaging material
conferences

Regularly

Financial statements, investor
conferences, annual reports, corporate
social responsibility reports

Regularly

Unscheduled visits

Unscheduled

Compliance audits

Regularly

Government-organized conferences,
forums and training courses

Regularly

Compliance audits

Regularly

Disclosure of information on Company
website
Festive marketing and local
organizations

Timely
Timely

3. Sustainable Development Goals
We have devoted attention to the agenda – “Transforming our World: The 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development” passed during the UN World Summit on Sustainable
Development in 2015, and the 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) raised during the
summit. We constantly take into consideration the sustainability of our future, and the
following table summarizes Ton Yi Industrial’s responses to UN SDGs.
SDG

Goals relevant to Ton Yi Industrial

Corresponding
chapter
Mutual
prosperity

SDG 5 - Achieve
gender
equality
and empower all
women and girls.

5.5 - Ensure women’s full and effective
participation and equal opportunities for leadership
at all levels of decision-making in political,
economic and public life.

SDG 6 - Ensure
availability
and
sustainable
management
of
water
and
sanitation for all

6.4 - By 2030, substantially increase water-use
efficiency across all sectors and ensure sustainable
withdrawals and supply of freshwater to address
water scarcity, and substantially reduce the number
of people suffering from water scarcity.

Sustainable
environment

SDG 7 - Ensure
access
to
affordable,
reliable,
sustainable
and
modern energy for
all

7.3 - Double the global rate of improvement in
energy efficiency by 2030.

Sustainable
environment

SDG 8 - Promote
sustained,
inclusive
and
sustainable
economic growth,
full
and
productive
employment and
decent work for
all
SDG 9 - Build
resilient
infrastructure,
promote inclusive
and
sustainable
industrialization
and
faster
innovation
SDG 12- Ensure
sustainable
consumption and
production
patterns

8.5 - Achieve full and product employment and
decent work for all women and men including for
young people and persons with disabilities and
equal pay for work of equal value by 2030.

Mutual
prosperity

9.4 - Upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to
make them sustainable, with increased resource use
efficiency and greater adoption of clean and
environmentally sound technologies and industrial
process, all countries taking action in accordance
with their respective capabilities by 2030.

Product services
Sustainable
environment

12.4 - Achieve the environmentally sound
management of chemicals and all wastes throughout
their life cycle, in accordance with agreed
international frameworks, and significantly reduce
their release to their air, water and soil in order to
minimize their adverse impacts on human health and
the environment by 2020.
12.5 - Substantially reduce waste generation through
prevention, reduction, recycling, and reuse by 2030.
12.6 - Encourage companies, especially large and
transnational companies, to adopt sustainable
practices and to integrate sustainability information
into their reporting cycle.

Product services
Sustainable
environment
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4. Performances (2016 ~ 2018)
Aspects

Topics

Economic

Economic
Performance

Board operation
Corporate
governance

Environ
mental

Energy
Water
Emission of green
house gases
Sewage and waste
Power saving

Item
Stand-alone
(consolidated)
revenue
Stand-alone
(consolidated)
gross margin
Stand-alone
(consolidated)
net profit
Net profit per
share
Cash dividend
per share
Attendance
Evaluation
indicator
Ranking
Power intensity
Water intensity
Process water
recovery rate
Emission
intensity
General waste
recycling rate
1%<power
saving

Environmental
expenditure
Environmental
investment

Social
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Customer satisfaction survey
Local purchase
Ratio
Supplier check
Numbers of
Disabling injury
disabling
frequency rate
injury/million
hours
Loss days of
Disabling injury
work/million
severity rate
hours
Industry safety
Labor relations

Employee count

Educational
training

hour/employees

Unit

2016

2017

2018

NT$
Million

15,914
(32,749)

17,001
(32,667)

19,013
(35,103)

NT$
Million

2,038
(4,339)

1,489
(3,450)

1,674
(3,351)

NT$
thousan
ds

1,069
(1,071)

600
(603)

1,486
(1,540)

NT$

0.68

0.38

0.94

NT$

0.38

0.5

0.47

%

81

95

95

Top 6%~20%

Top 5%

Top 6%~20%

GJ/ton
Unit/
ton

0.702

0.717

0.696

1.18

1.17

1.17

%

95.9%

95.7%

95.7%

Ton
CO2e/
ton

0.148

0.151

0.151

%

85

89

90

%

1.08

1.29

1.32

52,755

57,575

70,266

1,924

41,024

4,220

88.5
64

85.6
70
5

86.7
68
3

Hour

2.97

2.91

5.64

Hour

28

17

16

case
Male
Female

0
1,081
124

1
1,086
120

4
1094
120

Hour

26.1

29.3

33.6

NT$
thousan
ds
NT$
thousan
ds
%
%
Count

5. Report Profile
This report discloses the perspectives and actions of Ton Yi Industrial Corporation (referred
to as Ton Yi Industrial below) with regards to material issues over the course of
sustainability development. The report is also intended to respond to stakeholders ’ concerns
on numerous sustainability issues.
Report Period: Information presented in this report is dated between January 1 and
December 31, 2018, and has been clearly addressed in the content.
Data gathering process and measurement: Data in this report was gathered from daily
management, training, discussion, and interviews with relevant departments. The above data
was compiled using GRI guidelines and requirements to present Ton Yi Industrial’s
performance in economic, social and environmental aspects.
Data required by GRI indicators was gathered, measured and calculated in manners that
comply with local regulations. Where local regulations do not specify, app liline international
standards (such as ISO) were used; and where no international standard was appliline, the
industry stand or industry custom was adopted instead.

Preparation guidelines: This report is based on GRI Standards published by Global
Reporting Initiative, GRI, and is prepared according to its “core” disclosure level for
sustainability performance disclosure.
Publication: CSR reports are published annually, and have been made available on the
Company website.
Current issue: published June 28, 2019 (precious issue: published August 10, 2018)
Next issue: scheduled to be published on July 10, 2020
Contact method: Feel free to contact us through the following if you have any questions or
suggestions concerning this report:
Contact: Planning Department
Address: No 837, Zhongzheng N.Rd.,
Yongkang District., Tainan City
TEL: (06) 253-1131 (ext118)
FAX: (06) 253-5222
E-mail：csr@tonyi.com.tw

Company website：www.tonyi.com.tw

Reporting boundary: Performance information, material aspects and boundaries of this
report were disclosed within the scope of Ton Yi Industrial. There had been no significant
change in the size, structure or ownership of Ton Yi Industrial during the reporting period,
and neither had there been any significant occurrence that would affect the content of this
report. For future reports, Ton Yi Industrial aims to progressively include overseas
operations for a more comprehensive presentation of CSR management.
External assurance: The Company has engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers Taiwan (PwC
Taiwan) to provide limited assurance to the content of this report using Statement of
Assurance Principles No.1 – “Audit and Review of Non-financial Information” published by
the Accounting Research and Development Foundation. A copy of this limited assurance
report has been included in p.71~p.72 of this report.
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Corporate Governance

2018 Performance Summary



2018 Performance
SummaryGovernance
 Ranked
top 20% in “Corporate
 We have been ranked among the top 20% in “Corporate
Evaluation”
for 5 years in a row.
Governance Evaluation” for 5 consecutive years.
 Board
attendance
raterate
of averaged
95%, hours
 Directors’
attendance
95%, of
andDirectors’
directors
learning
of
60.
were subjected to 60 hours of training.
 Set
up aYi“Human
Rights Policy”
forRights
Ton Yi
Industrial,
 Ton
Industrial established
“Human
Policies”
and
with the
Labor
Standards
Act. Any
human
andcomplies
follow labor
laws
and
regulations
to of
eliminate
rightsrights
violation
is strictly forbidden.
human
violations.
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Chapter Two Corporate Governance
Summary
For the Company, the key to a sustainable business is how to face a rapidly changing
environment and how to respond to the needs of stakeholders in good time. We firmly stand
by the Company’s core concept, establish a good corporate governance system, have
management with integrity, comply with laws and regulations, and implement corporate
social responsibility.

1. About Ton Yi Industrial
Ton Yi Industrial Corp. is a member of
Taiwan’s largest food enterprise group –
Uni-President Corp. Ton Yi Industrial was
established in 1969, and is one of the few
successful enterprises that integrate tinplate
manufacturing, plating, color printing, canning,
middle and downstream metal packaging
materials. The Company is in line with the
Group’s strategy which lays out beverage
production and various types of beverage
packaging manufacturing in order to provide
customers with more diversified products and
services, and is actively developing into a
comprehensive packaging and beverage
manufacturer.

Company
name
Date of
establishment
Company
address

Ton Yi Industrial Corp.
April 14, 1969
No. 837, Zhongzheng N. Rd.,
Yongkang Dist., Tainan City

Total assets

NT$31,053,025,000

Share capital

NT$15,791,453,000

Industry
category
Employee
count
Number of
shareholders
Overseas
offices

Fabricated metal product industry
1,214
57,493
China (16), Vietnam (1)

Note: As of December 31, 2018

Commitment: Ton Yi Industrial Corp. follows
the company law, the Securities Exchange Law and other relevant laws and
regulations as well as the regulations of the competent authorities, and continues to
create the highest interests for the Company and shareholders as the ultimate
principle.
Complaint: The Company website has a complaint and report pipeline: Company website
http://www.tonyi.com.tw)\stakeholders\violation of integrity management reporting
pipeline.
Evaluation: External: Introduce ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22000 and HACCP, OHSAS
18001 and TOSHMS certification which are followed up by external reviewers
annually as well as discussing related system and propose improvements.
Internal:
1. Regularly hold production and sales meeting, raw material and finished
products purchase requirements, resource allocation, production scheduling
and inventory management.
2. Regular business reports, discussions on market situation and marketing
strategies.
3. Regular financial settlement and budget planning, following up and
reviewing the achievement of budget targets, and taking relevant
management measures.
4. Other units shall hold management meetings according to the actual
operating situations.
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Operating Performances

The political and economic environment of all countries in the world seems to have
taken a big turn in 2018. Politics and trade disturbance have caused the slowdown of even
the most robust economic activities. While the global economy is taking time to recover,
Ton Yi Industrial is also adjusting its operating model, to combine areas such as product
production and sales in order to reduce risks. At the same time, the development of
high-efficiency beverage production business and the investment of the production of new
can beverage packaging materials are believed to bring new growth to the Company in the
future.
In 2018, all employees were devoted to the spirit of “honest hard work, innovate to
improve”, and the product and sales structure was adjusted according to needs which has
led the result of steady growth in both production and sales, and has gained customers’
trust and support at the same time. Ton Yi Industrial’s turnover in 2018 is NT$19.014
billion, a growth of 11.8%, and the net income was NT$1.486 million, which is a growth
of 147.7% compared to the previous year.
NT$
2016
million
2016

Operating revenue (stand-alone)

20,000

17,001

15,914

19,014

15,000
10,000
5,000
0
NT$
million

2016

2017

2,038

2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

NT$
million

Gross profit (stand-alone)
1,489

2016年
2016

2017年
2017

1,674

2018

Operating profit (stand-alone)
890

1,000
800
600
400
200
0

481

394

2016年
2016

2018年
2018

2017年
2017

2018年
2018

016
NT$
million

Net income (stand-alone)

NT$

Dividend comparison

2,000
1,486
1,500

1,069

1,000

600

500
0
2016年
2016
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2017年
2017

2018年
2018

Basic earnings per
基本每股
share
盈餘

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Cash dividend
現金股利

Stock dividend
股票股利

2016年
2016

2017年
2017

2018年
2018



Direct Economic Value Generated and Distributed by the Organization
Unit: NT$ thousands

2016

2017

2018

16,242,119

17,433,752

20,204,146

15,914,109

17,001,461

19,013,654

(97,462)

81,815

(26,967)

Interest income

138

456

908

Dividend income

5,152

18,439

5,510

Rental income

5,348

5,383

5,372

Other income

29,291

28,864

21,674

Other gains and
losses

21,498

(78,603)

48,479

Investment gains

364,045

375,937

1,135,516

15,773,053

17,623,231

19,460,091

13,889,691

15,696,402

17,402,676

1,025,118

981,624

1,091,754

600,075

789,573

742,198

88,419

89,649

127,556

169,740

65,973

95,897

10

10

10

469,066

(189,479)

744,055

Direct economic value generated
Operating
Net sales
revenues
Realized (unrealized)
gain on sales to
affiliated companies

Direct economic value distributed
Operating activities
Operating cost
costs incurred
Employee
Employee welfare
salary and
expenses
benefits
Payment to
providers of
Cash dividend
capital
Interest expense
Transactions
Business income tax +
with
duties (expenses)
government
Community
Donation
investments
Economic value retained

※Other income – government subsidies: includes a subsidy of NT$210,000 received for recru iting
persons with disabilities above the statutory requirement.
※Detailed financial figures can be found in the Company’s 2018 annual report, available from the
website of Ton Yi Industrial Corp. (http://mops.twse.com.tw) or MOPS (http://mops.twse.com.tw)
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Main products we provide

1. TMBP, cold rolled steel.
2. Tinplate, TFS plate.
3. Printed and coated tinplates, cans (cylinder cans and shaped cans used for packaging food,
beverages, oil, chemical.)
4. New bottle cans (for various contents such as coffee, tea, juice, carbonated drinks, diary
beverages, sports drinks, functional drinks and alcoholic drinks.)
5. All types of plastic caps, PET bottles, beverage filling (PET bottles, TP, New Bottle Cans).
We incorporate the latest clean technologies, which enables the Company to provide
customers with complete service solution from packaging materials production to the final
beverage filling.

TMBP

Tin plate

Main
purposes:
raw
materials for tinplates,
steel plate for computer
components, steel plate
for coating, construction
material, home appliance,
automobile,
electromagnet, etc.

Main purposes: packaging
and
surface
printing
material for food, beverage,
oil, chemical and sundry
goods;
electronic
components, line, battery,
stationery and sundry metal.

Beverage filling(PET,TP)

Plastic cap

Main purposes: the factory
has production lines for
plastic caps, bottles, PET and
TP materials. There is also a
beverage filling plant that
incorporates the latest clean
technologies, which enables
the Company to provide
customers with complete
service
solution
from
packaging
materials
production to the final
beverage filling.

Main purposes: provides
all types of plastic caps
for PET bottled beverages
and offers services such as
customized cap design,
coloring, printing and bar
coding.

Tin can
Main purposes: canned
goods (including cylinder
and 5-gallon cans for food,
beverage, juice, diary,
powder, edible oil, fats,
paint, etc).

Introduction of New Bottle Cans
1. Benefits of metal cans
Opaque, airtight, keeps freshness and preservation, recyclable and
environmentally friendly.
2. Resealable
Easy to open, resealable with side-score caps.
3. Variety of types and added value.
High-pressure sterilization ensures hygiene and safety. (Eg: dairy
products)
High printing standard can meet customers’ high precision design.
4. More eco-friendly
We use dry molding technology, so there is no need to clean and drain
during the production process, therefore more water is saved.
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To develop consistent food packaging industry system has always been the
Company’s long-term business goal. With the Company’s wide experience in tinplates and
canning industry that have extended to the basic raw material for upstream packaging
materials – TMBP manufacturing field to provide more competitive packaging materials
for the food industry.
In order to accommodate the group’s strategic plans and satisfy demands of the
growing beverage market in China, Ton Yi Industrial began production and sale of PET
beverages and packaging materials, including caps, bottles and PET materials, since 2012.
It also has a beverage filling plant that incorporates the latest clean technologies, which
makes the Company capable of providing customers with complete service solution from
packaging material production to toe final beverage filling. Furthermore, the Company is
collaborating with Daiwa Can Company (Japan) to set up a new company called “Wuxi
Tonyi-Daiwa Innovative Packaging Technology Co., Ltd.” in Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province.
This joint venture will specialize in the production of new cans (NBC) and is expected to
complement the Company with broader diversity packaging/container services.


Ton Yi Industrial tinplate product process and capacity



Ton Yi Industrial Production and Marketing Base
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2. External Organizations and Proposals
Through external organizations, the Company engages itself in an open learning platform
where it can collaborate and assist other peers. In 2018, the Company continued to be an
active member of Taiwan Steel and Iron Industries Association, Taiwan Metal Industry
Association, Tainan County Importers Exporters Chamber of Commerce and Tainan County
Industrial Association, and contributed useful suggestions, opinions and discussions.

Name of organization

Location

Position held

Taiwan Steel and Iron Industries
Association

Taiwan

Member

Taiwan Metal Industry Association

Taiwan

Member

Tainan County Importers Exporters
Chamber of Commerce

Taiwan

Member

Tainan County Industrial Association

Taiwan

Member

[Human Rights Policy]
Ton Yi Industrial supports and follows internationally recognized human rights regulations
and principles, including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, United Nation s Global
Compact and International Labour Organization as well as Declaration of Fundamental
Principles and Rights at Work. The Company shall comply with local labor laws to eliminate
human rights violations.
Human rights policy shall be used in all units, treat employees and customers with dignity,
and continue to enhance and improve the management of relevant human rights topics.
The human rights topics the Company cares deeply about:
1. No child labor.
2. Forced labor is prohibited.
3. Employees gather for freedom of association.
4. No discrimination, bulling and harassment.
5. Provide a safe, clean, healthy working environment.
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3. Corporate Governance
The Company has always been committed to business integrity, and responded to
corporate governance trends around the world by making ongoing improvement to all
aspects of corporate governance. The Company ranked among the top 20% in “Corporate
Governance Evaluation” for five consecutive years, which suggested its outstanding
performance across all corporate governance indicators.

Protect shareholders’ interests
Strengthen board’s functions
Integrity

Elaborate functions of audit
committee

Corporate
Governance

Respect stakeholders’ rights
Respect

Transparent

Enhance information transparency



Corporate Governance Framework



Board of directors
The Company has assembled a board of 10 directors in accordance with the
Articles of Incorporation. The board consists of 7 directors and 3 independent
directors, including 1 female director, who are elected to serve a term of 3 years.
Details regarding board members’ diversity, academic background, career
experience, professional knowledge and remuneration can be found in the annual
report (available from MOPS or Investor Relations Section of the Company website).
The board held 6 meetings in 2018; directors’ attendance rate averaged 95%. For
improvement of governance capability, directors were subjected to 60 hours of
training. The courses covered a number of subjects including the rise of innovative
economies, new challenges in corporate governance, Analysis of risks and
opportunities in global trends, prevention of insider trading, management of
sustainable supply chain, latest regulatory changes and trends, global financial
development.
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Remuneration Committee
The Company has empowered its “Remuneration Committee” to “set and
review performance evaluation and compensation policies, systems, standards and
structures applicable to directors and managers” and “regularly assess and determine
directors’ and managers’ compensation.” Proposals made by the Remuneration
Committee are submitted for discussion and resolution by the board of directors. The
committee held 2 meetings in 2018 with an attendance rate of 100%, which
conformed to the requirements. Directors, managers and the head of human
resources were invited to participate in the meeting and provide information where
necessary. Committee members have maintained good communication with
management; any documented objections, qualified opinions or written statements
made by committee members are announced publicly according to law, but no such
situation had arisen in 2018.

 Auditing Committee
The Auditing Committee assists the board of directors in various duties by
monitoring: the fairness of financial statement presentation, CPA’s independence
effectiveness of internal control system, compliance practice, and potential risks
within the Company. The committee held 6 meetings in 2018 and with an attendance
rate of 94%. Directors, managers, the chief auditor and external CPA were invited to
participate in the meetings and provide information where necessary. Committee
members have maintained good communication with the management; any
documented objections, qualified opinions or written statements made by committee
members are announced publicly according to the law, but no such situation had
arisen in 2018.

 Ethical Corporate Management Task Force
The Ethical Corporate Management Task Force is responsible for the execution
of integrity-related practices, which provides the foundation to corporate integrity
culture and sound risk management with the organization. The task force regularly
reports to the board of directors and has implemented defined rules such as “Ethical
Code of Conduct”, “Integrity Procedures and Behavioral Guidelines” for employees
to follow as well as organizing internal awareness promotion and training programs
from time to time. In 2018, a training of ethical corporate management business
(courses including compliance and promotion of integrity management regulations,
management of food safety and hygiene, quality, environment, accounting system
and internal control) was held internally and externally with an attendance of 18,615
people that totaled 17,511.2 hours. The take force ensures that all deals with external
parties are contracted with integrity clauses (Sunshine Clause) in place.
Communication and misconduct reporting channels have been implemented, while
all informants are protected against retaliation. No report of misconduct of any kind
was received in 2018.
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 Auditing Office
By offering independent and objective confirmation and consultation, internal
auditors add value to the Company with their supervisory efforts, ensuring that th e
internal control policy is implemented effectively for the purpose of maximizing
profitability while preventing fraud. In doing so, they help improve the Company’s
performance, minimize risks, enhance crisis management, and assist the board of
directors and the management in accomplishing the prescribed goals.
By adopting risk-based audit, the Auditing Office helps the Company’s
departments and subsidiaries identify medium and high-risk elements that they may
affect their ability to accomplish goals. These departments and subsidiaries were
further guided to review the adequacy and effectiveness of their internal control
systems with respect to the risk elements they had identified, and were aided
towards redesigning policies and procedures in ways that enhance risk management
and contribute values to the organization. In 2018, the Auditing Office found no
significant weakness with regards to internal control.

 Reporting Center
In order to facilitate rapid response and proper handling of various crises
encountered during operation, Ton Yi Industrial has established a “Reporting Center”
that specializes in coordinating across departments in the event of major crisis. The
Reporting Center is a mission-oriented unit. If a crisis arises, the “Convener” for
that particular type of crisis will be responsible for coordinating and commanding
the relevant departments and personnel to respond to the crisis. Meanwhile, the
Convener monitors the current progress and maintains close contact with the
Reporting Center.
The Reporting Center currently oversees the following six types of crisis:
1. Crisis involving major environmental protection incident.
2. Crisis of major pandemic incident announced by the government (such as
SARS)
3. Crisis relating to product safety.
4. Financial crisis (such as a worldwide financial turmoil)
5. Crisis involving crime (such as blackmailing, extortion)
6. Crisis involving production or other issues (i.e. production -related crises or
crises that are not classified above)
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Risk Management
Category

Potential risk

Control Strategy and exercise

Market risk

Market
competition



Trade
protection




Financial
risk

Exchange rate



Price

Raw
material
risk

Interest



Supply
disruption



Poor quality





Information
system risk

Hacker




Virus



Equipment
maintenanc
e risk

Machinery
equipment

Weather
risk

Energy supply



Environmental
requirements
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Pay attention to the local and
international markets and comply
with the control of export volume.
Increase the quality of goods and
delivery date, control inventory and
adjust marketing strategy.
More diversity with less amount,
adjust product combination and sales
areas in order to decrease and spread
risks,
while
developing
other
high-efficiency packaging materials
business.
To reduce the uncertainty caused by
the adverse effects on financial
performance, and avoid long-term
foreign exchange contract risks.
By working closely with group’s
operating units to identify, assess and
avoid financial risks.
Actively develop raw material
suppliers, avoid domination by few
suppliers.
Establish a moderate amount of
stocks.
Strive for excellent supplier to jointly
develop and benefit each other.
Group source, increase inspection
ability.
Standardize operating procedures.
Install anti-virus software, control
software installation, regular security
training and software check.
Continue
to
participate
in
information-related courses which are
held externally.
Various spare parts control and set
operation standard procedures.
Training manpower and pass on.
Rehearse
disaster
management
measures and training.
Import new process equipment or
inspection system.
Replace
old
equipment
with
energy-saving equipment.
Set up automatic monitoring facility
for discharged water.
The Energy Commission oversees
various energy uses.
Strengthen waste management and
recycling.

Department in
charge

Business
Department

Accounting
Department

Purchase
Department,
Field Unit

Information
Department

Field Unit

Field Unit,
Works
Department

4. Compliance
Ton Yi Industrial adopts the principle of complying strictl y with all local and foreign
regulations. It has specialized units in place to constantly monitor any changes in law, and
takes steps toward ensuring compliance of its rights and obligations. In 2018, the Company
was found 4 cases of violation for occupational safety, 2 cases of fire matters and 1 case of
air polluting, of which, the responding measures will be explained in more details in
subsequent chapters.
Aspect

Prevention measure

Environmental The Company has employees assigned specifically to gather legal
information from the Environmental Protection Administration
protection
(EPA). Any new laws gathered are evaluated to determine their
relevance, and are raised for discussion during quarterly review
meetings with conclusions published onto the intranet.
Corporate
governance

The Company participates in regulatory seminars organized by
Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation and government agencies.
Proposals are raised in board of director meetings from time to time
to discuss establishment or amendment of existing policies from
compliance reasons.

Social

The government has recently required certain food producers to
develop traceability for food items, following the outbreak of major
food safety incidents. Since the Company’s tinplate cans are used as
a form of food package, it is also required to participate in the food
safety disclosure by uploading supplier information onto the
common platform maintained by Food and Drug Administration.

Workers’
human rights

The Company complies with the Labor Standards Act and has
introduced human rights protection principles into its “Employee
Manual,” “Work Rules” and “Sexual Harassment Prevention
Policy.” No official compliant was raised against the Company for
hiring of child labor, discrimination, violation against freedom of
association, or forced labor.
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Product and Services

2018 Performance Summary
 Invention
patent – Measurement
method for the
2018 Performance
Summary
welding
curvePatent-of the Measuring
tin can welding
line.
 Invention
method for
the welding
curve
tinplateEnvironmental
can welding line. Management
 Passed
ISOof14001
 Passed
the renewal
of the
inspection ISO 14001
System
renewal
of audit
certification.
environmental
management
system.
 Localized
purchased:
“38 items”
were purchased
 Localized purchase: “38 items” were purchased from
from Taiwanese suppliers instead.
Taiwanese suppliers.
 Scored
above
80 80
in customer
survey.
 Scored
above
in customer satisfaction
satisfaction survey.
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Chapter Three Product and Services
Summary
The most significant value we offer in beverage packaging is to provide food and
beverage plants with safe, hygienic and visually appealing products made from tinplate
and a broad variety of beverage packaging materials. These products add value to the food
supply chain by making consumers feel safe about the food they purchase. The Company
has been leading suppliers, employees, and customers in this regard t o research and refine
production procedures in ways that would minimize impacts on the environment. Through
after-sale and technical services, we continue to refine the quality of products offered and
take step towards sustainability.
The Company is one of the few companies in Asia that is capable of producing TMBP.
In addition to being the only company outside Japan to receive JIS quality certification for
tinplate precuts, the Company is also certified for international standards such as ISO. Ton
Yi Industrial currently possesses the technology and capacity to vertically integrate
food/beverage plants with tin can plants, as well as the ability to manufacture top -quality,
ultra-thin cold rolled steel. This combination has assured the Company a competitive edge
in terms of technology and product quality.

1. Customers’ Health and Safety
Purpose: To manage product quality and food safety risks effectively and to meet national
standards and customers’ needs as the Company’s goals.
Responsibility: The technical deputy general manager is responsible for the quality of the
Manufacturing Department that plans quality management. It also reports the
implementation situation of quality management to the president on a regular basis.
Resource: Establish relevant task forces and invest relevant software, hardware facilities and
optimize the environment.
Grievance: It applies the same as customer complaint management method. Customers may
make a complaint to the business department using meetings, phone, or E-mails.
Policy and commitment:

Quality Policy
Impecline quality, satisfied customers
Quality Commitment:
1. Achieve the right quality in the first attempt.
2. Quality process makes quality products.
3. Respect the next production stage like
customers.
4. Always aim to improve quality standards.
5. Small problems tend to deteriorate into crisis.
6. Prevention over treatment.
7. Quality definition must “conform to customers’
requirements”.
8. Process determines quality.
9. Quality is everyone’s responsibility.
10. Quality education is fundamental to every
organization.
核准：總經理 2017.08.07

Approved by: President 2017.08.07

Food safety
Food safety and quality as the top priority
Food Safety Commitment:
1. Bring food safety awareness and spirits into the
work details of all employees.
2. Respect, learn and satisfy customers’ needs, and
satisfy mutually agreed food safety
requirements.
3. Enforce stringent control over food safety, and
continually develop and innovate new
technologies.
4. Develop systematic management, set goals, and
regular review performance for the improvement
of food safety.
5. Develop and implement food safety information;
maintain all records of communication.
6. Out of commitment to sustainable business, the
Company shall operate and ensure food safety in
compliance with regulations.
Approved by: President 2017.09.01
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 Impact and Risk Assessment
We constantly take into consideration the sustainability of our future business, and
propose solutions for potential risks. Below is a summary of the risks identified and
corresponding solution:

Responsive
strategies

Impact

Risk
• Globalization
• Rising environemntal
potection awareness
among consumers
• Climate change
• Food safety
• Change in customers'
demand
• Acquisition of raw
materials

• Increasing competition
and decreasing
profiability
• Reduced demand
• Disruption of
operations and
increased cost
• Loss of brand
reputation and
violation of law
• Loss of customers
• Disuption of supply
and increased ocst

• Technology R&D
• Supply chain
management
• Raw materials
management
• Production
management system
• Lab certification

 Sustainable Value Chain
As required by company policy, we have a dedicated Quality Assurance R&D
Department that comprises several units including R&D, quality assurance and
technical service center. Department employees are often assigned to undergo
professional training domestically and overseas, where they gather the latest
technologies and market information to contribute to the improvement of production
procedures, product quality, and new product development. This participation also
enables employees to develop responses to the above-mentioned risks impacts and
manage businesses as a sustainable value chain. Management practices will be
explained in more details in subsequent chapters.
Supply chain
managment
• Enhance
supply chain
relations
to
secure supply
of
raw
materials.
• Enhance
management
of
raw
materials
suppliers;
enforce testing
for hazardous
substances;
refrain from
purchasing
conflict metal.
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Raw
materials
management
• Control materials at
the
source
and
enforce
tier-based
management.
• Ensure that raw
materials conform to
EU standards, and
require raw materials
suppliers to produce
test reports that prove
their
compliance
with regulations on
an annual basis.
• No
hazardous
substance shall be
added
over
the
course of production,
for
which
the
Company
will
engage
external
parties to test on an
annual basis.

Production
management
system
• Improve
efficiency and
compliance
through
management
system;
enhance
perseverance
and
protect
brand
reputation.
• Develop
quality
certification
systems,
construct
TAF-compliant
laboratory, and
raise
production
efficiency.

Lab
certification
• Acquire
precision
instruments for
quality testing.
Each
product
item must be
tested
and
passed by the
laboratory
to
conform
to
customers
requirement
before
shipment.

Technology
R&D
• Emphasize product
uniqueness
and
differentiation
from competitors.
• Develop
quality
testing technology.
• Production process
improvement: to
reduce emissions
released
from
production process
and
improve
production
efficiency in order
to maximize the
value
of
production.

2. Supply Chain Management
Ton Yi Industrial actively develops supply chain relations with major steels
manufacturers in Asia to secure supply of raw materials. The Company tries to purchase as
many raw materials in needs from local producers as possible, provided that they meet the
required tests and qualities, and thereby create employment opportunities while helping local
companies improve competitiveness. The Company has been enhancing management of its
raw materials suppliers, enforcing tests for hazardous substances, and prohibitin g purchase
of conflict metals.
While we commit ourselves to strict standards, we also expect our suppliers to value
corporate social responsibilities and implement their own policies as well as promote waste
reduction and localized production.



Supply Category

Supply category
Metal
plate
supplier – China
Steel
Original
plate
supplier – Japan
Original
plate
supplier – Korea
Chemical supplier

Chemical supplier
Motor supplier
Machinery supplier
Machinery supplier
Packaging supplier



Communication method
Regular quality consultation meeting,
e-commerce system

Location
Taiwan

Industry characteristics
Heavy industry

Unscheduled visits, regular technical
meetings, direct contact or through
agent/business partners
Unscheduled visits, regular technical
meetings, direct contact or through
agent/business partners
Regular E-mail or phone to enquiry
about market supply, market overview
and technical research and discussions
Regular E-mail or phone to enquiry
about market supply
Phone, E-mail, unscheduled meetings
Discussions in person/phone/Email,
FAX/Email order
Discussions in person/phone/Email,
FAX/Email order
Phone, E-mail, unscheduled meetings,
discussions in person

Overseas

Capital,
technology,
labor-intensive industry

Overseas

Capital,
technology,
labor-intensive industry

Taiwan

Able to provide products
of multi-product and
supply requirements
Unique
technology,
market oligopoly
Capital intensive
Technology/labor
intensive
Technology/
labor
intensive
labor intensive

Overseas
Taiwan
Taiwan
Overseas
Taiwan

Percentage of Localized Purchases
The Company increases purchase of raw materials from local suppliers where possible,
which creates employment opportunities and helps improve the competitiveness of local
business.

Percentage of local purchase
72%

80

NUmber of itmes produced in
Taiwan

70%
68%

60

66%

40

64%

20

62%

0

60%
2016

2017

2018

2016

2017

2018
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Supplier Management
Choosing quality suppliers and purchasing safe materials are key to ensuring
product safety. In order to fulfill our corporate social responsibility commitments, we
require all suppliers to sign a “Supplier Social Responsibility Commitment Letter.”
Suppliers that fail to meet requirements are removed from the qualified suppliers list.
92.2% of suppliers have signed this commitment, and the Company will continue
following up on suppliers’ performance in the future.
In an attempt to enhance control over food safety, the Company has been
promoting awareness on “ISO 14001 – Environmental Management” to all suppliers of
chemicals that come into direct contact with tin can surface since 2014, of which 100%
had replied.

Supplier
category

Count

Manufacturer

Supplier Social Responsibility
Commitment Letter
No. of copies
issued

No. of copies
replied

170

170

150

Contractor

20

20

20

Distributor

156

156

149

Total

346

346

319

Reply
rate

92.2%

Note: None of the Company’s tin ingot suppliers (serial number: #16 MSC #34 IMLI, #49 BANKA, #56
THAISARCO and #59 YT) had sourced their materials from conflict mines or sweat factories.



Supplier Inspections
The Company conducts annual on-site inspections according to its supplier
management procedures to ensure that suppliers are working towards the common goal.
New suppliers of metal plates, tin ingots and important chemical materials are subject to
on-site evaluation, but oligopolistic suppliers, top-100 companies and foreign
companies need not undergo on-site evaluation.
As an enhanced control over the supply chain, any qualified supplier that exhibits
major abnormal conduct will be subjected to on-site evaluation within one week as well
as strengthen product risk management related to food safety and control fro m the
source. In addition, at least 3 food safety-related suppliers are selected each year to
undergo evaluation using the “Supplier Evaluation Sheet.” Those that fail the evaluation
will have their supplier eligibility revoked with immediate effect. In 2018, we
conducted on-site inspections at 3 suppliers and found them all to have passed the
required standards.
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3. Raw Material Management


Hazardous substance management
Hot rolled materials
• Hot rolled materials are mainly purchased from world-renowned steel refineries
such as CSC, JFE (Japan), Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation (Japan),
and POSCO (Korea). All of which have stringent controls over hazardous
substances, and have complied with EU (RoHS) Note1 and REACH (SVHC) note 2.
These suppliers are able to provide test reports as proof.

TMBP, tinplate, cold rolled tinplate
• MBP, tinplate, cold rolled tinplate do not have any hazardous substances added to
them during production. These products are submitted for SGS testing on a yearly
basis, and the test results all conformed with EU RoHS, REACH (SVHC) and
coustomers' requirements.

Tin can (container)
• Tin cans (containers) and any substances that come into direct contract with the
content (e.g. coating material, sealnt, etc) are graded and controlled at the source.
In addition to grading its suppliers, the Company aslo requires raw materials
suppliers to produce test reports taht prove their cimpliance with food regulations
on an annual basis. The Company's products are submitted for testing in
accordance with "Sanitation Standard for Food Utensils, Containers and
Packages" each year. All test results have complied with regulations.
Note 1: RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive) imposes maximum limits on the use of hazardous
substance in electrical appliances and electronic equipment.
Note 2: REACH (Registration, Evaluation and Authorization of Chemical Substances) is an EU regulation
concerning the registration, evaluation, authorization an d restriction of chemicals.
SVHC (Substances of Very High Concern) is a category of chemicals under REACH that are currently of
high toxicity and high risk to the environment or human body.

1,843

2,171

1,677

2016

2017

2018

※The management of food safety risks of cans (barrels) is managed from the source, the inspection
of suppliers is carried out annually and raw materials suppliers are required to provide various
testing reports that comply with food laws. Gel permeation chromatography is used to monitor the
quality of the coating to avoid quality variation to make sure the food is safe to consume.
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4. Production Management System and Lab Certification
Quality, food safety and environmental safety have always been our core values. This
persistence has earned us the following certifications, while the food packaging material also
meets the hygiene standards for food and beverage container packaging.



Management Systems Adopted by the Company

Note: JIS (Japanese Industrial Standards), ISO 9001 (Quality Management Sy stem), ISO 14001 (Environmental Management
System), OHSAS 18001 & TOSHMS (Safety and Health Management System), CNS mark (Chinese National Standards),
ISO 22000 (Food Safety Management System), and HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points).



Percentage of product having passed management system and product
testing – by category

Note: The labeling ratio less than 100% mainly due to customer’s requirements and the US and Malaysia specifications
are not displayed.
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Introduction to Management Systems
JIS G 3303
Ton Yi Industrial first earned its JIS (Japanese Industrial Standards)
certification in the tinplate category in December 1992, which made it the
first company outside Japan to be certified for JIS in the tinplate category.
This certification not only signifies excellence in the products made by Ton
Yi Industrial, but also implies that the Company is capable of producing
tinplates in quality comparable to the best in the world.
To apply for JIS, a company must undergo layers of stringent reviews.
Obtaining the initial certification is already a challenging task, but what
makes things more difficult is the requirement to be re-examined every 3
years thereafter. For this reason, the Company must constantly ensure
complains with JIS and develop effective quality management practices and
standardized procedures, or the JIS certification can be voided at any time.

ISO 9001
ISO stands for International Organization for Standardization. 9001 is
the standard number, and the 9000 series such as 9001m 9004 are the
standard provisions relating to the quality management.
Having been certified for ISO 9001 Quality Management System
indicates that the company is at least on par with international standards in
terms of product, engineering or service quality. This certification is a
testament to the Company’s ability to deliver products or services to
customers’ expectations. At Ton Yi Industrial, we place quality and customer
satisfaction at the top of our focus. We manage performance in ways that
improve the Company’s adaptability and competitiveness to future
challenges, thereby achieving sustainability.
In order to respond to customers’ demand for quality, Ton Yi Industrial
cares a great deal about the quality control of the Company’s internal
processes. All is based on the principle of meeting customers’ demands, and
expect to provide products that satisfy customers.

ISO22000&HACCP
ISO 22000 is applicable to any organization within the food
production chain that has a need to develop its own food safety system,
regardless of size, business category or the products they offer. This
standard covers an entire supply chain from raw materials, food service,
processing, transportation, storage, retail to packaging, and thereby
ensures food safety from the beginning of the supply chain up to the point
of consumers’ purchase.
HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points)
For the food industry, HACCP is used for identifying, assessing,
controlling, and preventing food hazards. It has now been recognized
worldwide as a food safety standard.
ISO 22000 and HACPP certifications provide customers with extra
confidence in the food supply chain. Both of them are common elements
in the world’s food safety standard, and have been adhered strictly in
exchange for the trust of world’s consumers. Together, they represent the Company’s ability
to control food safety risks.
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Lab Certification
TAF (Taiwan Accreditation Foundation) evaluates laboratories using
international standards (ISO 17025). TAF-certified laboratories are able
to print the TAF label on the report they produce as a proof of credibility.
The Company Quality Assurance, Research and Development
Department use advanced laboratory and precision equipment to perform
quality tests. It constantly engages in new research projects to refine
production process, and hence assure product quality. Each product item
is tested and passed at the laboratory before shipment.



Grievance Mechanism

Supplier contract sheet, inspection report, E-mail, phone, on-site visit and meeting are
used as means of expressing grievance.

Complaint Handling Procedures
Customers

Raise
complaint

Business
Department

Quality Assurance
R&D Department

Factory

Responds to
and
Investigates
situations, and
gathers
relevant data

Accept

Investigate
underlying
causes
Devise strategies
Preventive
measures

Forwards
response for
customer
complaint
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Profile inquire, test
and analysis
Issues complaint
investigation
report
Prepares response
for customer
complaint

Conclusion of
investigation
findings



Performance Management
Each year, we conduct a satisfaction survey on selected customers (based on sales
volume, time of relationship, etc.) to analyze customers’ needs. Results of the customer
satisfaction survey are reported during the ISO review meetings and foll owed up for
improvements.
Goals: To achieve at least a “Satisfied” rating.
Performance: according to customer satisfaction surveys, all business divisions were
able to maintain an average satisfaction rating above 80.
Survey contents:

Overall outcome of customer satisfaction survey

Satisfaction/score
TMBP
Division

Tinplate
Division

Tin can
Division

the
Company
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5. Technology R&D


Invention Patent: Measuring method for the welding curve of

tinplate can welding line
Description:
In responding to stricter demands from consumers, Quality Assurance R&D Department
developed independently using the roughness tester section curve to measure the surface
contour curve of the can weld line. It instantly provides can manufacturer to adjust weld
line to attach the curve appropriately and avoid coating stagnation which greatly
enhances the protection for can welding line.
Implementation and Effeteness:
The invention is used in cans that contain nutrients which demand strict filling
conditions. Our quality is better than others in this industry.
Roughness measuring instrument
measuring can weld line

Welding

line

attaching

curve

High section
curve

斷
面
曲
線
高

Welding
Line
銲線留

Circumferential
圓周方向
direction
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Sludge Batch-wise Dryer
Description:
The tinplate plant electroplating operation has
produced A8801 Sludge (hazardous business
waste). The output of sludge discharge and
process fee is increasing every year.
Introducing low-temperature and energy-saving
dryers can support the vacuum dryer which has
insufficient capacity. After being condensed into a
mud cake by the filter plate, the A8801 Sludge is
dried in batches to a water content of <40% (or
below).
Features:
Operating in low temperature, water removal rate
can reach up to 70%.
Consumes little energy, only 0.3~0.5kWh/kg H 2 O, micro-negative pressure closed
circulation system. There is no need for a chimney, because there is no odor.

Heat pump operating principle:
Evaporator

Condenser

Dry
air

Humid
air

Humid
air

Sludge

Blower

Dry hot
air

Dry hot air

Drying box

Drying main machine

Implementation and Effectiveness:
Energy consumption
Water
Total output of
Total
remaining
sludge (kg) Electric Vapor expense
(kg)
(unit)
(ton)
($)

Sludge per
batch

Water in
sludge (%)

Sludge dry
weight (kg)

Plated frame
Press by filter
plate

75%

300

900

1200

Use vacuum
dryer

45%

300

245

545

270

0.7

1260

Use batch-wise
drying system

37%

300

176

476

330

None

792

--
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Rolling oil head width control automation
Description:
1. There are 5 stations in the rolling machines. The
original design was for the 1 st to 3 rd station rolling
oil nozzles to spray with full width which will not
open and close with the change of the plate width;
when narrow plate is being produced, the nozzle is
continuously sprayed which causes waste. Changing
the full width spray to the edge of the two nozzles to
automatically control the spray with the width of the
plate will reduce waste.
2. Use the recycled oil that is saved in the 4 th station in
replacement of new oil.

Piping system and header modification
After modification: both sides can be open/close depending on
the width of the plate
2 nozzles
of OP/DR
automatic
control

2F
electromagnetic
control valve

Air pipeline
is added

Original pipeline
UPPER HEADER
New
edge
#1

Tin

LOWER HEADER

Pneum
atic
valve

F
i
l
t
e
r
New
edge
#2
Original pipeline

Piping system and header modification
Implementation and Effeteness:

Recycled oil saves costs

One-width control saves cost
statistics

Use recycled oil as new oil cost
Cumulative cost reduction
Saving of
NT$426000
monthly

Expense
savings
(NT$10,000)
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Cumulative
cost
reduction

2018 Performance Summary

2018 Performance Summary

 
Achieved
goal of
powerpower
usageusage
by an
We havethe
achieved
ourreducing
goal in reducing
by an
average
of
1.32%.
average of 1.32%
Saved
a total
of 2,570,000
kWh
of power
and
emission
 
Actual
total
power
usage of
2,570
units,
with
emission
reductionofbenefits
1,424
ton CO2e.
reduction
1,424 by
tons
of Co2e.
 Wooden pallet recycling rate of 64.8%, while plastic
 Achieved wooden pallets recycling rate of 64.8%, while
pallets recycling rate reached 101%.

plastic pallets recycling rate reached 101%.
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Chapter Four Sustainable Environment
Summary
To ensure the consistency of environmental protection practices, that address all
possible environmental impacts on its business decisions from R&D, design,
manufacturing, use of raw material, maintenance, transportation to waste disposal, the
Company has developed the following environmental policies that serve as the
fundamental principles of its environmental protection efforts.

1. Environmental Management Promotion
[ECO – Friendly & Green Biz]
In order to implement environmental policies effectively, we declare the following
environmental commitments to all colleagues, customers, third parties, and the general
public:
1. The organization shall aim to minimize environmental impacts of its business
development, operations and commercial activities through “energy conservation
and waste reduction”.
2. Improve production processes through scientific and technological advancements;
thereby avoiding commercial activities that have adverse impacts on the
environment.
3. Comply with regulations and commit to ongoing improvements.
4. Establish communication with company insiders as well as those out with the
organization to monitor and review environmental goals on a regular basis.
5. Educate, train and inspire employees to work responsibly with respect to the
environment.



Environmental Management System Promotion Committee

In 1997, Ton Yi Industrial assembled an “Environmental Management System
Promotion Committee” spearheaded by the President, whose responsibilities are to make
decisions relating to environmental management. The general plant manager has been
appointed as management representative of the execution team, whose responsibilities
are to monitor and manage existing systems.
In October 1997, the Company was certified for ISO 14001 – Environmental
Management System and has since been operating based on planned systems and
standards. The Company conducts internal as well s external audits, and holds regular
management review meetings to discuss ongoing improvements; as a result, the
certification has remained valid until this day.

President
Approved by: President
Last amendment date:
2017.08.30

Enviromental Management
System Promotion
Committee

Purchasing
Department
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General
Affairs
Department

Engineering
Department

QA R&D
Department

TMBP
General
Plant

Tinplate
General
Plant

Canning
General
Plant

2. Use of Raw Materials and Energy Source


Production input & output



Use of Raw Materials

Tinplates and cold rolled steel are made using hot rolled coil steel as the raw
materials, which can be produced into cold roll, TMBP, tinplate and tin can. The
Company sources its supply mainly from Taiwan (CSC), Japan and Korea. It maintains
good relationship with suppliers to prevent disruption in its supply chain.
Metallic raw materials

Metallic packaging

(thousand tonnes)

materials(tonnes)

813

774

790
4,000

100

3,932

3,856

3,769

3,800

1

3,600
2016

2017

2018

2016

2017

2018

Wooden packaging
materials (tonnes)
2,300

2,224

2,200

2,111

2,170

2,100
2,000
2016

2017

2018
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Use of Energy Source

The Company has assembled an Energy Management Committee with the President
acting as the lead committee member. The committee makes plans and sets goals for the
coming year at each year-end. These plans and goals are tracked by energy specialists of
the respective general plant from the following January. Data is consolidated by the
energy administrator of the Technical Group, and reported during quarterly Energy
Management Committee meetings. Current energy usage and effectiveness of energy
saving solutions are reviewed.
The Company consumed 1,619,984GJ of energy in 2018, lower than the same period
last year (1,638,797GJ), indicating that the various energy-saving measures and
performance results have paid off.
Energy Usage
Performance
Types of energy

Unit

2016

2017

2018

Unit

211,420,800

205,388,800

202,646,400

Gigajoule

761,115

739,400

729,527

0.702

0.717

0.696

Cubic meter

22,925,918

20,475,480

21,613,472

Gigajoule

941,157

840,561

888,314

0.868

0.816

0.849

Cubic meter

43

1,400

51

Gigajoule

1,807

58,836

2,143

Intensity (GJ/tone)

0.002

0.057

0.002

Electricity

Intensity

Natural gas

Intensity

Heavy oil

(GJ/tone)

(GJ/tone)

Source of data: Electricity – power bill; natural gas – gas bill; heavily oil – in plant collection slip Intensity
level is calculated using metallic material input and the denominator.
Conversion parameters:



Item

Conversion parameters

Electricity

1 KWH=0.0036GJ (Gigajoule)

Natural gas

1 ㎥=0.0412GJ (Gigajoule)

Heavy oil

1 KL (kiloliter)=41.5576GJ
(Gigajoule)

Source of conversion data
Wikipedia;
1kW·h
=
3,600,000
Gigajoule
=0.0036GJ
Average calorific value for December 2018
published by Great Tainan Gas Company
(9,839Kcal/㎥)
Average calorific value for December 2018
published by CPC Corporation (9,927.75Kcal/L)

Energy and Carbon Reduction

In response to the government’s call for energy conservation and carbon reduction,
Ton Yi Industrial has been rewarding energy and carbon reduction proposals internally,
and is taking steps toward replacing energy-intensive equipment with energy-efficient
alternatives, while at the same time managing power usage for the best efficiency. Goals
have been set to reduce energy consumption by 1% a year between 2015 and 2020.
Energy conservation measures in 2018 were focused on: optimization of production
technology and replacement of energy-intensive equipment. The total usage for 2018 is
202,646,000 units, saving an actual yearly energy of 2,570,000 units and making a yearly
energy saving of 1.32% (goal achieved).
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Type of energy conservation

Compressor upgrade or
energy optimization
Use of high efficiency
motor
Use of energy-saving
lighting
Improved management or
optimization of equipment
Other high efficiency and
frequency conversion
Total

No. of
cases

Power saved in the
current year (KWH)

Emission reduction
(kgCO2e)

3

30,543

16,921

5

782,887

433,719

4

62,632

34,698

11

905,965

501,905

9

788,279

436,707

32

2,570,306

1,423,950

Environmental expenses

4,220
(thousand)

Note: Calculated based on the latest power coefficient of 0.554 kg CO2e/KWH published by the Bureau of Energy in 2017)



Environment Expenses

We have committed ourselves to environmental protection. In addition to making
mandatory reports concerning air, water, waste, toxicity and soil, the Company has also
been paying environmental charges where applicable, and is constantly replacing old
equipment with newer models. In 2018, several replacements were made to facilitate
higher energy efficiency and optimize equipment performance. Environmental
expenditures totaling NT$70,266,000 were spent. The Company will continue making
improvements in this respect in the future.
Amount
Category
Description
(NT$ thousands)
Testing charges for stationary pollution
237
source
Prevention
Coating and printing
947
Air
charges for
Boiler steam generation
3
stationary
60
pollution source Metal plating process※
Waste water quality testing charges
197
Water treatment facility operation and
Water
35,106
maintenance charges
Water pollution control fees
294
Waste testing charges
108
Waste
Waste disposal charges
33,036
Soil and
ground water
Soil and ground water pollution
pollution
278
remediation charges
remediation
Total

70,266

※Stationary pollution source – metal plating process (M03), the amount of water used for washing
tower was not registered for operating according to the stationary pollution source permit which
violated Article 24, Item 2, Item 3 of the Air Pollution Prevention Law and Article 20 of the
Regulations on the Establishment and Operation of Stationary Pollution Sources, therefore the
Company was fined NT$100,000 by the Environmental Protection Authority. The Company improved
and reviewed the actual operational requirements immediately, and handled stationary pollution source
in accordance with the law.
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Main Accomplishments
High-efficiency motor
Countries around the world continue to
improve motor efficiency and apply new
developments for product/power-saving
benefits. Given the fact that the cost of
acquisition and recovery has been reduced
to a reasonable range, replacing damaged
and
energy-intensive
motors
with
high-efficiency motors now presents a
feasible energy-saving solution.

Participation in Taiwan Power Company’s
Demand Bidding Scheme
The Company has been supporting Taiwan Power
Company’s power suppression measures and
rearranging production activities to the extent that does
not compromise its operations. In doing so, we help
mitigate the shortage of power supply and contribute
towards our social responsibilities. In the meantime, we
reduced power expenses, lowered operating costs and
secured our competitiveness to maintain sustainable
business.

Before
improvement

Direct Cooling Water Pump Coating
Power saving Benefits
Direct cooling water is supplied to the equipment
from the internal pitting corrosion, blade wear
and corrosion that caused the slow flow and
excessive power consumption. Use Casing and
Impeller Coating which is ceramic composites
improves efficiency and it reduces current

After
improvement
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3. Pollution Prevention and Discharge


Greenhouse Gas Survey

In order to understand the Company’s overall emission, a team comprising
representatives from various plants was formed to compile an SOP manual for
greenhouse gas management. Greenhouse gas inventory is conducted every year, and
company-wide greenhouse gas emission is calculated according to ISO14064-1
standards.
In 2018, the Company followed EPA (Environmental Protection Administration)
Regulations Governing Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emission and engaged TUV
Rheinland to survey and report greenhouse gas emission. According to the certificate, the
Company’s total GHG emission was calculated at 157,773 tonnes CO2e/year.

Direct and Indirect GHG emission

Unit: tonnes CO 2 e

Year

2016

2017

2018

Scope 1

48,303

47,446

45,507

Scope 2

111,842

108,651

112,266

Total

160,145

156,097

157,773

Intensity

14.8%

15.1%

15.1%

Note: 2017 statistics were calculated according to EPA’s Regulations Governing Greenhouse Gas Survey, Greenhouse Gas
Emission Coefficient (Version 6.0.4), Bureau of Energy’s Electricity Emission Coefficient – Taiwan (2017), ISO /CNS
14064-3:2006), Specification with guidance at the organization level for quantification and reporting of greenhouse gas
emissions and removals (ICS13.020.40; July 10, 2006), ISO/CNS 14064-3:2006 Specifications with guidance for the
validation and verification of greenhouse gas assertions ( ICS13.020.40; January 18, 2007), and Greenhouse Gas Measurement
Guidelines (Version 2010). Results were obtained from or certified by third-party intuitions.

 Prevention of Air Pollution
Sources of stationary pollution include the following processes: boiler steam
production, metal surface cleaning, metal electroplating, metal surface coating, and
lithographic printing. The Company has obtained valid permit to operate all of the above
process.
A class A Air Pollution Control Specialist has been appointed to take regular
measurements and report emissions in accordance with applicable laws.
<Air pollution emission trend>
Since 2013, the Company has adopted the use of a dual-fuel system (heavy oil +
natural gas) for its boil steam generation. By using the cleanest form of fuel (natural
gas), the Company has significantly reduced the amount of particulate pollutants,
sulfur oxides, and nitrogen oxides found in emissions. Air pollution control fees are
paid in accordance with the law; however, there is a trend of reduction in the amount
of fees having to be paid.
A small amount of heavily oil was used in the boiler fuel in the first and third
quarter of 2018 in compliance with the regular inspection, and natural gas was used in
the rest. Therefore, NOx emissions increased and SOx emissions decreased. In
addition, in response to the amendments in “Air Pollution Prevention and Control
Act”, Fees are required from the “Metal Plating Procedures (M03)” which is also
included in the Air Pollution Prevention in July 2018, particulate pollutants and heavy
metals were added. Therefore, the discharge of pollutants has increased by a large
margin compared to recent years.
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In the coating process equipment, Ton Yi Industrial has a German-made
direct-burning furnace of volatile organic gases, with reduction rate of over 98%, and
the heat energy generated by burning VOC is returned to the process for use in the
furnace.
(1) Comparison of emissions：
35

2

30

1.547

25
20

1

15

0.599

8.208

10
0.148

5

0
2016

2017

0.719

0.302

0

2018

2016

Particulate pollutants (tons/year)

2017

2018

Sox (tons/year)

47.189

50

36.69

40

60

30

43.489

40

34.503

37.138

2017

2018

20
7.284

10

20

0
2016

2017

0

2018

2016

NOx (tons/year)

VOC (tons/year)

Note: In response to the amendments in “Air Pollution Prevention and Control Act ”, Fees are required from the
“Metal Plating Procedures (M03)” which is also included in the Air Pollution Prevention in July 2018, particulate pollu tants
and heavy metals were added. Therefore, discharge of pollutants has increased by a large margin compared to recent years

(2) Comparison of air pollution prevention expenses:
1,000,000

Unit: NT$

59,893

900,000
800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000

947,337
661,574

457,693

200,000
100,000
0

1,800

2016
Boiler steam generation

97,414

2017
Coating and printing

2,701

2018
Metal plating treatment process

Note: The above statics were calculated according to EPA’s Regulations Governing Report of Emission from
Stationary Pollution Source in Public and Private Areas and Air Pollution Control Fee Collection Regulations.
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Water Treatment

Ton Yi Industrial initially installed water treatment facilities capable of processing
9,316m 3 of wastewater each day, but as production efficiency improved, the maximum
water treatment capacity was revised downwards to 6,430 m 3 . Water treatment
specialists have been appointed to oversee water treatment operations 24 hours a day in
rotating shifts, while automated water quality monitoring facilities have been installed
to upload measurements such as water temperature, hydrogen ion concentration, and
conductivity to Tainan City Environmental Protection Bureau in real -time. In order to
make sure that wastewater is treated and discharged in conformity with national effluent
standards, and therefore minimize environmental impact, the Company engages
EPA-approved institutions to conduct regular tests on the quality of water discharged.
Due to our efficient water treatment, effluents discharged into the drainage system and
local rivers produced no significant impacts onto the surrounding environment.



Water Resource Management
Ton Yi Industrial uses significant amounts of raw water for production and
cleaning. Raw water accounts for approximately 97% of total water usage. Use of
water has reduced over the years, which shows significant progress in the
Company’s water-saving measures.
Due to bursts of underground water pipes in shipping ground this year, the
usage of total amount of tap water is high. The production volume is increased this
year compared to last year, therefore raw water usage is higher.

Water usage

Unit: tonnes
1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
0

37

41

45

1,237

1,166

1,180

Tap water

2016
37

2017
41

2018
45

Raw water

1,237

1,166

1,180

Water tensity

1.18

1.17

1.17

Note: 1. Raw water refers to untreated water drawn directly from reservoir. The Compan y sources water from Southern
Region Water Resources Office and Chia-Nan Irrigation Association.
2.Data was sourced from water bill statements and receipts issued by Taiwan Water Corporation and Water
Resources Agency, Ministry of Economic Affairs.
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Industrial water usage diagram

Purpose

Volume of water
drawn
(tonnes/year) (A)

Volume of water
recycled
(tonnes/year) (B)

Total water
consumption
(tonnes/year)
(A+B)

Cooling water

227,886

33,733,823

33,961,709

Boiler water

154,176

79,935

234,111

Production
water

1,135,136

330,571

1,465,707

Living water

22,145

0

22,145

Total

1,539,343

34,144,329

35,683,672

Note: Data was sourced from monthly records maintained by responsible employees, and estimated based on
pipeline flow and hours of motor operation.



Recycling

The Company’s products processes require a significant volume of water for
purposes such as cooling, rust removal, lubrication, and dust cleaning. We have various
measures in place to enforce water management, recycling and reuse.
Year

2016

2017

2018

Volume of water recycled
(tonnes)

33,769,939

29,963,885

34,144,329

Total water consumption
(tonnes)

35,196,816

31,314,487

35,683,672

Percentage recycled

95.9%

95.7%

95.7%

Note: Data was resourced from monthly records maintained by responsible employees, and estimated based on pipeline
flow and hours of motor operation.
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Wastewater Discharge and Quality of Effluents

Unit: ton

30

Wastewater discharged

2016

20

1,400,000
1,200,000

Effluent standard30mg/L

1,170,000

1,153,036

1,150,000

10

1,000,000

2017

4.9

2018

2.1

1.8

0

800,000

Suspended solids (SS)

600,000

200,000
2016

2017

Effluent standard100mg/L

100
80
60
40
20
0

400,000

2018

29.6

23.2

2016
2017
2018

32.6

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)



Waste management

All waste produced by Ton Yi Industrial has been classified according to EPA
guidelines and handled by locally approved treatment providers. Meanwhile, the
Company is taking steps to recycle, reuse and turn waste into viable resources. There has
been no major leakage from waste treatment operations and cleanup in 2018.
Category and volume of waste treated in (2016~2018)
Year
Item
General waste
General
industrial waste
Hazardous
industrial waste
Total

Percentage

Unit
2016

2017

2018

2018

Ton

259

382

351

6%

Ton

4,739

4,508

4,927

84%

Ton

407

500

582

10%

Ton

5,405

5,390

5,860

100%

Waste treatment methods
Treatment method
Item
General waste
General
industrial waste
Hazardous
industrial waste

Incineration

Solidify and
landfill

Physical
treatment

Re-use

100%

0%

0%

0%

1%

5%

3%

91%

5%

85%

10%

0%

Note: Data was sourced from the “Industrial Waste Reuse Form” generated by the Industrial Waste Control Center,
Environmental Protection Administration, Executive Yuan.
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Recycling and reuse
Re-use of non-organic residues
Steel is the main material used in our production process, making iron the
primary pollutant found in wastewater. In our water treatment process, these
pollutants are oxidized, precipitated, condensed and de-hydrated into non-organic
residues mainly consisting of ferric oxide-hydroxide. We have been engaging
government-certified waste processing companies to reuse this residue in
construction materials.

Unit:
tonnes

Percentage of non-organic residues reused
Landfill

5,000
4,000

279

Reuse

261

321

3,000
2,000
1,000

3,847 (92%)

3,831 (92%)

3,921 (94%)

2016

2017

2018

0



Reuse of tin residues
For tin residues created from tinplate production, the Company engages grade -2,
non-iron local refineries and sought permits from the Industrial Development Bureau,
Ministry of Economic Affairs, to re-use the residue in the production of tin-lead
ingots. This arrangement incurs no disposal charges from the Company’s perspective,
and the refineries may even share some of their yields with the Company d epending
on the global price of tin. Currently, the Company receives about
NT$10,000~NT$25,000 for every ton of residue disposed.

Statistics on re-used tin residues
600

541.73
466.35

400

356.46
Annual volume
年清理量(公噸)

200

151.42

176.79

193.89

0
2016年
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2017年

2018年

效益合計(萬元)
Total benefits

(tonnes)

(in multiples
of NTD 10,000)



Recycling and re-use of packaging materials
The Company’s export/import pallet recycling operations are regulated by
common standards that cover every step from inspection, documentation, sorting,
cleaning, treatment to storage. Detailed records are being kept for future reference.
Furthermore, a “Customer Recycled Packaging Material Quality Record Form” was
created to keep track of the pallets recovered.

Recycled pallets

%
120

80

64.2

101.02

100.58

97.09

100

64.6

64.8

60

Wooden pallets

40

Plastic pallets

20
0
2016

2017

2018

In 2018, the Company recycled 7,161 wooden pallets (64.8%) and 15,299
plastic pallets (101%) in total. Wooden pallets are prone to stains, damages, and are
difficult to maintain. After taking into account the condition of recovered pallets,
some customers may even choose to dispose or make alternative use of wooden
pallets. For these reasons, wooden pallets tend to exhibit a lower recovery rate than
plastic pallets.
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2018 Performance Summary

2018 Performance Summary

 Ton
Industrial
has been honored
with 2018
 Yi
Received
2018 Labor-Management
Harmonious
Unit for
five consecutive years.
Harmonious
Labor Relations Outstanding
 Be part of the Health and Safety Family of Uni-President
Corp. in5 order
to enhance
awareness of health and safety.
Business,
years
running.
 Conducted conversion operations of the occupational
 Participate
in Uni-President
Group’s
Safety and Health
health and
safety management
system.

Family in order to enhance the awareness.
 Perform the conversion of occupational safety and health
management system operations.
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Chapter Five Mutual Prosperity
Summary
In
light
of
ever-tightening
employee
regulations and the rise workers’ rights awareness, it
is increasingly important to build employment
relations on mutual trust and fair labor-management
communications. Providing employees with a sense
of belonging and giving them a safe, healthy and
friendly place where they can put their skills to good
use is the only way for businesses to secure a
sustainable foundation and achieve win-win.

Enjoyable
learning
Equal work
opportunities

Peace at
work

Harmonic
employment
relations

Management Approach
Ton Yi Industrial has implemented a set of “Work Rules” that were approved by the
authority. These rules are public record, ensuring compliance from both employer and
employee. The Company does not force any employees into labor, and has strict rules in
place to prohibit against child labor, prevent gender discrimination, and foster equal
work opportunities. The Company is also committed to achieving zero hazard and
building an OHAS 18001 & TOSHMS-compliant safety and health management system
by making ongoing improvements to the production process and operating environment.
In doing so, we provide employees a safe and healthy workplace.

1. Employees
Employees are the most precious capital to the Company, and it is our goal to
provide employees a work environment where they can work in peace and put their
skills to good use. In order to attract the best talents, the Company offers stable
compensation, a comprehensive welfare system, abundant training, and a fair
performance appraisal and promotion system. These systems ensure that human
resources are put to best use.
Ton Yi Industrial maintains full compliance with the Labor Standards Act. It has
never hired children and is dedicated to protecting employees’ work rights, without
differential treatment whatsoever with respect to an employees’ gender, nationality,
ethnicity, religious belief, or political association. There had been no reported incident
of human rights violation or discrimination against employees in 2018.



Human Structure:

The Company’s Taiwan operations employed a total workforce of 1,124 in 2018.
All employees were hired on a permanent basis, and locals comprised 89.538% of the
direct production activities, males accounted for a dominant 90.11% of the employee
size.
No. of employees with pay 2016~2018
2018

120

1094

Female
2017

120

1086

2016

124

1081

Male
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Senior
managers
Mid-level
managers
Specialists

Technicians

8

Master's

2018 Education statistics

11

degree

8

Bachelor
9

68

51

2

81

33

189
College
277

23 26

428

2016~2018 Job statistics
2018 19

183

118

Senior
managers
Mid-levl

894

managers
Specialists
2017

22

177

117

890
Technicians

2016 18

182

109

893

<<Diversified Employment>>
Our Company is committed to the concept of diversified
of December 2018, Ton Yi Industrial hired 21 employees
disabilities, 9 more than the provisions of Article 38 of
Disabilities Rights Protection Act, accounting for 1.7%
employees.



employment. As of the end
with physical and mental
the Law on Person with
of the total numbers of

Employee Transition:
New female recruits represented 0.25% of existing employees and exhibited an
attrition rate of 0.33.;
New male recruits represented 8.32% of existing employees and exhibited an
attrition rate of 7.33%.
Year

2018
Male

Age group
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Female

New
headcount

Resigned
headcount

New
headcount

Resigned
headcount

Below 30

48

19

3

2

30~50

52

63

0

1

Above 50

1

7

0

1

Total

101

89

3

4

2. Talent Training
Ton Yi Industrial offers four different types of training: orientation, common
knowledge, managerial courses, and specialized courses. Not only are new recruits required
to undergo orientation on their first day, the Company also has a talent training program that
focuses core ability, profession skills and management capabilities.

 New recruits mentoring, passing on experiences
In order to quickly familiarize new recruits into the Company’s environment,
new staff training is arranged on the first day of employment. Each unit will teach
courses in corporate culture, integrity management, health and safety, and
environmental protection. A counselor will be assigned to each new recruit and
one-on-one coaching is provided as well as regular review of the learning with the
intention of educating and training professional talents and passing on experiences.

 Training planning, lifelong learning
Each year, the Company explores its own requirements based on existing
visions and strategies and arranges courses that meet the needs of individual
employees, from managerial skills, common knowledge, environment, health and
safety, emotional management, to professional skills. It is our hope to promote
continuous learning and ongoing talent development for the mutual benefit of the
Company and its employees!

 Achievement

Employee received 40,711 hours of training in total
during 2018, averaging 33.53 hours of training per employee. In addition to
organizing internal courses, the Company also assigns employees to undergo
external training for skill enhancement and exchange of knowledge with personnel
from relevant fields. The hours of training for all levels of employees and genders
are as follows:
Gender

Male

Female
Average
training
hours

Total
training
hours

(hour/person)

18

269

14.9

170

5,576

Specialists

66

Technicians
Total

Employee
category
Senior
managers
Mid-level
managers

Average
training
hours

Total
training
hours

(hour/person)

1

7

7

32.8

13

148.5

11.4

1,006

15.2

52

506.5

9.7

840

32,015.9

38.1

54

1,182.3

21.9

1,094

38,866.9

35.5

120

1,844.3

15.4

Total
participations

Total
participations
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3. Employees’ Rights
Ton Yi Industrial has been free of major regulatory
violation, employment dispute, and violation against
Employment Service Act and Act of Gender Equality in
Employment for at least 5 years. In 2016, we signed our 2 nd
collective bargaining agreement with the union as a means to
establish productive employment communication. We also make
.
pension contributions to employees’ pension accounts held with
Bank of Taiwan as required by law; we even have a welfare 1111
committee that cares for employees by organizing welfare and 1111
recreational activities. We pride ourselves for building an 1111
2018
Honored with
enjoyable workplace, and we have been commended by Tainan 11111111111111111111111
Harmonic Employment
City Labor Affairs Bureau for six consecutive years (2013~2018) 11111111111111111111111
as a Harmonic Employment Relations Business. This 11111111
Relations Business
accomplishment is a testament of how Ton Yi Industrial cares
for its employees.



Union and Labor Meeting
To promote the smooth communication between employer and employee and
protect employees’ rights and interests, the Company assembled its union in August,
1989. As of the end of 2018, 99.53% of employees excluding those who were prohibited
by the labor regulations to join unions had acquired union membership.
For the protection of employer and
Labor
employees’ interests and to enhance
Committee
representation
cooperation between the two, the Company
Labor meeting
1/2
signed a collective bargaining agreement with
the union in November, 2013 (consultation
Health and Safety
every three years, second signing was in
Management
1/3
November, 2016) to further enhance union
Committee
members’ benefits. The collective bargaining
agreement was drafted with specific regard to issues such as safety and health measures,
training, health checkup, and the Health and Safety Committee. The union exists not
only to protect the employees’ interests, but also to care for their health and safety. In
addition to holding the annual member meeting each year, the union votes for the
member representatives (9 union directors and 3 supervisors). General and supervisor
meetings of the union are held on a regular basis to discuss various topics related to
employees. The senior executives of the Company that attend the union member
representative meetings or the employee welfare committee will report the Company’s
operations to the employee representative and communicate directly in the meetings.

 Annual Meeting
The Company holds a year-end awards
ceremony for the Company’s mid and top-level
executives and top-level executives of its
affiliates from overseas. Besides praising the
performance of outstanding personnel and senior
staff during the year, the Company’s
management also gives it annual speech
outlining the Company’s current operations, as
well as important strategies and direction for the
future. In previous years, approximately 120
people have attended.
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Team photograph

Welfare is an act of caring and respect that benefits both you and me


Welfare
Employees are a company’s most precious capital, and in order for them to showcase
their talents and abilities, the Company plans various educational training. Not only do
the courses enhance their professional capability, we also invite experts in various fields
to assist employees in the department of diverse learning. In terms of looking after our
employees, we provide a sound welfare system and facilities that are superior to that the
retirement system stipulated by the law, to show our appreciation to the employees ’
contribution and hard work. We offer:
Compensation Management: The Company’s yearly performance appraisal is divided
into
“mid-year
appraisal”
and
Full-time employees who are not in
“year-end
appraisal”
which
is
managerial position
implemented every July and December.
2017
2018
Item
The total score is determined by the
1,149
1,173
No. of people
average score of the 2 appraisal scores
686,378
746,678
Average salary
based on the results of the Company
Basic salary
which decides the bonus and salary
Male
Female
Employee gender
scales. As of the end of December 2018, Senior managers
5.72
3.82
the average monthly salary of
Mid-level
3.09
2.77
Taiwanese female technicians of Ton
manager
Yi Industrial is 1.83 times more than
2.30
2.01
Specialists
the statutory basic salary in the current
2.28
1.83
Technicians
period in Taiwan, whereas the average
monthly salary of male technicians is about 2.28 times more than the basic salary.
Subsidies: For Labor Insurance premium, National Health Insurance premium, group
insurance premium, employee travel, wedding, childbirth, children ’s education, funeral,
birthday cash, retirement cash, festive cash, concession, and health checkup (general
health checkups are arranged once every two years, whereas special health checkups are
arranged once a year).
Wedding and
funeral
subsidies
95 cases
NT$676,600

Education
subsidy
467 cases
NT$1,510,900

Entertainment
activities

Festive
bonuses and
concessions

NT$3,350,145

NT$18,425,630

Facilities: Including dormitory, carpark, self-served canteen, basketball court, nursery
room, employee counseling office etc.
Pension system: The Company has implemented a “Pension Policy” in accordance with
law to govern all matters concerning employees’ pension. It makes monthly
contributions of 14% of total salary to the pension account held with Bank of Taiwan in
the name of the Supervisory Committee of Workers’ Retirement Preparation Fund which
employees may withdraw upon retirement. Overseas subsidiaries also comply with local
regulations when developing pension systems. Employees are entitled to receive not
only the above pension, but also a commendation and year-end bonus as a token of
gratitude for their contributions.
Other benefits: Corporate concessions, group product discounts, maternity leave,
paternity leave, parental leave, etc.
Unpaid parental leave: In 2018, a total of 38 male employees and 2 female employees
were entitled to apply for unpaid parental leave under the Act of Gender Equality in
Employment; No male employee applied for unpaid parental leave, and none had
applied for or were reinstated from unpaid parental leave during the reporting period.
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※Activities
Family barbecue – 200 participants; bowling competition – 144 participants; sports day – 54
participants; softball competition – 100 participants; model labor awards – 23 participants.

Softball
competition
Bowling

Sports day

competition
Model labor

awards
Hu-Tou Pei
barbeque

Health and Safety exhibition – 197 participants; employee health checkup – 971 participants;
smoking cessation clinic in workplace – 12 participants; predictive danger activity
presentation – 52 participants.

Predictive
dangerous
event
presentation

Employee
health
checkup
Smoking
cessation clinic
in workplace
Health and
Safety
exhibition
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Grievance (counseling) system

The Company has assembled a “Sexual Harassment Complaint Committee”, the
“Reward and Disciplinary Committee”, and the “Appraisal Appeal Committee” to offer
different complaint channels. Each committee comprises a minimum percentage of
workers’ representative to ensure that employees’ claims are handled in a fair and proper
manner. The Company also has a psychological counselor for employees to express their
emotions when needed. Regarding the shortest notice period of major operational
changes, the Company follows Article 16 of Labor Standards Law and shall
pre-announce the period of labor termination notice in accordance with the following:
(1) Ten days for service of three months or more but less than one year.
(2) Twenty days for service of one year or more but less than three years.
(3) Thirty days for service of three years or more.


Sexual Harassment Complaint Committee:
The Company supports the concept of gender equality and announcements of
“Sexual Harassment Prevention” are promoted within all the plants. “Sexual
Harassment Complaint Measures” have been established in order to actively
promote various anti-sexist policies and behaviors. Ton Yi Industrial’s statement on
the prevention and control of sexual harassment in the workplace is that, based on
the overall work performance of the workplace, the ambience of employees’
interaction, the interaction between the two genders, any forms of sexual
harassment behavior in the workplace is strictly prohibited. According to Articles
12 and 13 of the Gender Work Equality Act, in order to protect employees ’ work
rights, we provide a work environment free from seal harassment. For sexual
harassment incidents, we prevent, correct and discipline appropriately, and “Sexual
Harassment Prevention in Workplace Measures” and the Sexual Harassment
Complaint Committee have been assembled. In 2018, there were no records of any
complaints.
Organization Chart of Sexual Harassment Complaint Committee:
Chairman
General Manager

Sexual Harassment
Complaint
Committee 12 people

Female
Representative
Appointed by the
Chairman – 1
person

Executive
Officer

Corporate
Union Board
Director – 1
person

Investigation
Team Leader

Reward and
Disciplinary
Committee –
9 people

Sexual
Harassment
Complaints
Call Staff
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Reward and Disciplinary Committee
In 2018, there were a total of 6 reward and discipline incidents from the
Reward and Disciplinary Committee, including 5 incidents of rewards and one
disciplinary incident. The operation is as follows:
(1). When the Reward and Disciplinary Committee is being convened, the
concerned persons and the unit’s direct supervisor are required to attend. To
protect employees’ rights, the corporate union board director of the Company
is also required to participate and acts as one of the ex officio members of the
Reward and Disciplinary Committee. In 2016, a new female supervisor was
added to attend Reward and Disciplinary Committee and is one of the
committee members.
(2). The Reward and Disciplinary Committee adopts the system of deliberation,
and results for reward and discipline are determined by all members’ votes.
The concerned persons then shall be informed of the result, notified of its
execution and of the matter recorded. .
Organization Chart of Reward and Disciplinary Committee:
Chairman
President

Corporate
union
board
director
– 1 person



Human
Resources
Supervisor
– 1 person

Audit
Office
Supervisor
–
1 person

Managerial
Supervisor
– 4 people

Deputy
Presidentlevel
Supervisors
- 2 people

Appraisal Appeal Committee:
(1). Employees’ year-end performance appraisal standard is based on each
employee’s usual performance appraisal, work performance, conduct and
learning at work.
(2). After the year-end performance appraisal is completed, those with any
questions or queries regarding the appraisal can file an appeal with the Human
Resource Department during the acceptance period of the performance
appraisal.
(3). The organization chart of the Appraisal Appeal Committee is as follows, a
Chairman and, 2 members in the Committee. Human Resources Supervisor,
Unit Supervisor and concerned persons shall attend.
Chairman
The President

Member:
Deputy President
Zhang
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Female
Supervisor
–
1 person

Member:
Deputy President
Hsu

4. Health and Safety
The Company uses the health and safety policy “Respect life, health and safety, full
participation and continual improvement” as the ultimate guiding principle. We also place
employees’ well-being as the top priority and are dedicated to eliminating hazards in the
operation environment to provide a safe and healthy work environment.
The Company has also adopted OHSAS 18001(ISO 45001)/TOSHMS certification to
actively improve the performance of occupational health and safety. Through the work of
Plan-Do-Check-Act／PDCA to strengthen health and safety management.
The Company sets annual health and safety guidelines to promote health and safety in
accordance with the Company’s operation priorities.

Health and Safety Policy
Respect life, health and
safety

2018 Health and Safety Guidelines
Basic philosophy Pragmatism
Action focus
 Follow regulations, implement regulations,

Full participation and
continual improvement

eliminate unsafe equipment.
 Observe safely, work honestly, and prevent
unsafe behavior.



ISO 45001:2018 Occupational Health and Safety Management System
Conversion:

The world’s first international occupational health and safety management system
standard ISO 45001: 2018 has been officially released on March 12, 2018 which will replace
OHSAS 18001. The organizations that have passed OHSAS 18001 certification have 3 years
to comply with the standard requirements for ISO 45001.
In response to the release of ISO 45001：2018, the Company has planned for ISO 45001
conversation and been in preparation since July 2018. It is set to be completed in October
2019, therefore, ISO 45001 certification shall be obtained.
The Process of ISO 45001 Conversion Plan
Document
formation/discussi
on
2018.7～2019.3

Start of system
operation/educati
on raining
2018.11.26

 System operation
First step
Manual
Second
step
Third step

Fourth
step

Program book
Instruction
Form

start-up meeting
and educational
training were held,
and the system
conversion
operation began..
 71 people
participated.

System
operation/discussi
on/expansion
2018.12～2019.10
System operation
discussion/expansion such
as:
 Identification before and
after of the organization
 Stakeholder needs/
expectations
 Evaluation of risks and
opportunities
 Regulation compliance
check
 Others…

ISO 45001
Initial vertification

2019.10

 Processing the
conversion of
OHSAS 18001
to ISO 45001
verification and
import ISO
45001
occupational
health and
safety
management
system. .
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Apply for Health and Safety Exhibition

In order to enahnce our collegues’ understanding of correction occupational health
and safety, the Institue of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health, M inistry of Labor’s
station demonistrte activies, to promoite the prevnetion and control of work safety
hazards. Properly implement the awareness of healt and safety in order to acieve the
edcuation effect of “physical harzards”.
Demostration Process:
Demostration process Description (Each group: 50 mintues)
1.Arrival
of
participants of each  Arrival of participants of each group and gathering
group
2.Safety in workplace  Play the film of the first prize of the International
Health and Safety Film Competition “Death’s Mission”.
film playing
 Auxiliary graphic display board, pad films.
 Explain and demonstrate the protection equipmentnt
3.Interaction
on-site.
experience
 Participants expericnece the exhibition equipment
 Participants to fill out a simple survey.
4.Feedback
 Receving protmotional gifts on-site.
＊197 peopole participated in the occupational safety exhibition.
Photographs of the activities

Watching internation first prize film. Noise hazard prevention experience. Chemical hazard
memory game experience



Uni-President Corp. Environmental Safety Check
By implementing the work safety and environmental management experience of
the parent company – Uni-President, it shall assist the Company to improve the
environmental protection and safety management system to ensure compliance with
government regulations. The Company signed a “Contract for Enterprise’s Affiliates’
Environmental Protection and Work Safety Service”, with Uni-President on October 15,
2018, and environmental safety inspection will be carried out by Uni-President.
To be part of the Uni-President Health and Safety Family, and participate the
family activities to enhance the knowledge of health and safety.

Health and Safety Family (Photograph 2018.10.05 China Daily News)
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Contents of Counseling Service:
Term： January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019
Services Uni-President Provides to Ton Yi Industrial:
1.
A member of Environmental Safety from Uni-President Corp. carries out a work safety and environmental
protection inspection and consultation once every six months. Time of consultation and met hod are decided
by both parties.
2.
An inspection and consultation on public safety and fire protection (public safety, dangerous goods, etc.) will
be carried out every six months.
3.
Ton Yi Industrial appoints personnel to participate in the cross-checking activities of Uni-President Corp.
(Tainan Plant) quarterly.
4.
Ton Yi Industrial joins Uni-President Corp.’s Healthy and Safety Family, and participates in Family
activities.
5.
Uni-President holds professional training of work and safety and environmental protection, and arranges for
Ton Yi Industrial personnel to participate.
6.
An exchange of communication is organized annually, work safety professional personnel from
Uni-President arrives at Ton Yi Industrial to share experiences on work safety management.
7.
Information on environmental protection and work safety is provided weekly (contents are incidents that
happen through the week).
8.
Text messages of environmental protection and work safety are provided monthly (including regulations,
standard procedures, news, promotional matters).
9.
Traffic safety awareness warning is provided fortnightly.
10. Ton Yi Industrial will be assisted to improve work safety standard procedures.
(the contract was signed on October 15, 2018)



Health and Safety Project Counseling
1.

2.

In order to protect employees’ health and safety and reduce the rate of occupational
injuries, the Company continues to apply counseling from Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, Ministry of Labor. Professional scholars and Occupational
Safety and Health Administration personnel come to counsel and advise on-site in
order to implement production safety management to ensure risk control and create
a safe environment in workplace.
Counsel Program Name: 2018 Counsel Plans for Business Units to Improve Work
Environment

The Chief of Occupational Safety and
Health Administration giving Counseling Certification, President Chen represented the Company to accept it.

Improvement Examples

Before improvement: Risk of injury

After improvement: Shield protection
added
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Public Sector Fines Report

(1) Work Safety Penalty:
Date
1/23

1.

1/25

2.
3.

5/8
6/8

4.
5.
6.

Violation
Mixed oxygen and acetylene high pressure cylinder , were not store
separately.
No sign of warning in places where there was danger of falling.
The forks of forklift truck were not placed on the ground when the driver
was way from his position.
No shield on automatic welding machines.
No shield on the shaft of the mortor brake drums.
The forks of forklift truck were not placed on the ground when the driver
was way from his position.

Fine
NT$60,000
NT$70,000

NT$60,000
NT$130,000

▼Responding Measuers:
Item

Date

Measures

Result Description

1

--

The responsible unit shall carry out a
rectification when the public sector is
corrected. All units shall be asked to
improve simultaneously.

All units plan and implement
improvement.

2

6/29

A total of 13 suggested items
were listed which are being
improved simultaneously.

3

8/9

Apply for health and safety project
counseling from Occupational Safety and
Health Administration of the Southern
Center
Work safety experts were invited to carry
out
mechanical
equipment
safety
protection diagnosis and counseling.

4

8/30

5

9/28

6

10/15

Apply for corporation exhibition on-site
services for prevention of occupational
health and safety from the Ministry of
Labor.
Apply to join Uni-President Corp. Health
and Safety Family.
Plan Uni-President Corp. environmental
safety program counseling, in order to
enhance the prevention and supervision
intensity of environmental protection and
work safety of the Company.

A total of 9 categories of
suggested items were listed
which are being improved
simultaneously.
197 people participated in the
exhibition.

Have joined Uni-President Corp.
Health and Safety Family.
Sign
Environmental
Safety
Counseling
contract
with
Uni-President, and the program
of
environmental
safety
counseling
shall
be
implemented.

(2) Fire Penalty
Date
7/6

Violation
Fine
The indoor storage of Class 4 of public hazardous materials reached the NT$40,000
control quantity, and the setting of the indoor storage did not comply with
the regulations.
The outdoor storage tanks storing the Class 4 of public hazardous materials NT$40,000
reached the control quantity, and the setting of the outside storage tanks did
not comply with the regulations.

▼Responding Measuers:
Item
Measures
Result Description
All units shall set storage areas according to the A total of ten public
1

2
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types and quantity. Fire equipment engineers were
entrusted to prepare for the improvement plan for
public hazardous materials and submit it to the fire
station to verify.
Uni-President arranges to implement long-term
public safety at the Company for fire safety
inspections.

hazardous
materials
storage areas were applied
and have been submitted
to the fire station to verify.
Scheduled
to
be
implemented in April,
2019.



Occupational Injury Statistics:


Occupational Injury Index: (2016~2018)
Item\Year
2016
Disabling injury
2.97
frequency rate
28
Disabling severity rate
Frequency severity
0.29
index
Average days charged
per disabling injury
9

2017

2018

2.91

5.64

17

16

0.22

0.30

6

10

(days charged/injured no.
of people)



Comparison of Occupational Injury Indicator and Industry Analysis
Frequency Severity Indictor
1

0.79
0.66

0.5

Ton Yi Industrial
Metal products…

0.29

0.54

0.22

0.3

2017

2018

0
2016

※Frequency-severity index = (disabling injury frequency rate × disabling
severity rate/1000) 1/2

Disabling injury Frenquency Rate

Ton Yi Industrial
Metal products…

6
5.64

4

2.97

2

2.62

2.91

2.25

2.08

2017

2018

0
2016

※Disabling injury frequency rate = No. of disabling injuries × 1000000/total
manhours worked

Disabling Severity Rate

Ton Yi Industrial
Metal…

400
238

197
142

200
28

17

16

2016

2017

2018

0
※Disabling injury frequency rate = No. of injured days off work × 1000000/ total
manhours worked
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Despite the hard work of all units, several work safety accidents still occurred. If
the total injury index is compared to the industry standard, it is still far below the
average. However, the disabling injury frequency rate is higher than usual this year
(2018), which makes it the main focus of the Company’s subsequent improvement.
Main focuses for improvement:
 In an attempt to enhance employees’ awareness on warning dangers, the
Company has been organizing a danger warning program that is intended to
identify potential hazards in the Company’s operations so that confirmation
signals can be used prior to commencing work activities, thereby avoiding
accident.
 Promote safety observation activities to eliminate unsafe behaviors.
 Establish health and safety assessment in the workplace and, increase the
frequency of on-site inspection. A management mechanism shall be proposed if
there are recurring violations.
 Establish safety committees for all plants/units, and assist unit supervisors to
promote health and safety at work.
 Zero-injury campaign is implemented in the hope that all units can prevent
accidents from happening. Monetary awards to those who achieve zero-injury
targets.
Work Safety Accidents – 2018
Category Pulled/Caught
Falling
by machinery
No. of
3
2
cases



Fall over

Cut

1

7

Looking after our Employees
The Company organizes regular health checkups (including general checkups,
special checkups, and checkups for food safety operators) for employees. Occupational
health specialists were invited to provide medical consultation on site, and to follow up
on employees who exhibit signs of concern in their checkups these employees are also
given related reading materials and advised t visit hospital for regular follow-ups.

Employees receiving checkups actively
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Pulmonary function tests

According to the outcome of special health checkups, work site noise presents a key
health hazard within the Company.
Improvement measures:
 If the noise operation special health check comes out abnormal, it shall be listed
for tracking to prevent deterioration.
 In 2018, NT$3.15 million were budgeted for noise improvement works with the
intention of reducing noise hazard at can manufacturing plants.

※Effectively reduce noise level to≦89dB.

Photographs of cannery noise reduction and soundproof room



Organize a Workplace Smoking Cessation Clinic

Teaming up with An-Nan Hopsital to hold a workplace smoking cessation clinic
stationed at the Compnay. The clinic is open on a regular basis to help assist employees
to quit smoking. A total of 12 employees attended this clinic, and after completing the
whole process, 6 employees were confirmed to have quit smoking - A success rate of
50%.

Workplace smoking cessation clinic
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5. Community
The Company engages its neighbors in constructive interaction, and devotes itself to
charity with the intention of giving back what was gained from the society. We continually
support the development of the society and aim on improving living standards for all.



Feedback to the Community
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Company maintains close communication with local residents and nearby
businesses.
The Company sponsors festive and religious celebrations and shows its support to
new administrations.
The Company actively assists nearby schools with their campus recruitment and
organizes tours to the Company.
The Company participates in group charity activities.

~Loved Clothing~
The Company took part in the Uni-President’s social
welfare charity foundation and held the “Loved
Clothing” charity event to donations for
underprivileged groups. Group employees were
encouraged to treasure what they own, and make a
charitable contributions by donating unfit or
unwanted clothing that have not been worn, summer
clothing or used books to organizations. Not only
did these contributions reduce clutter around the
house but also helped people in need. The
employees of Ton Yi Industrial got right behind the
event, and a total of 29 boxes of clothing and used
books were donated with the intention of giving
back to the society.

~Love and Thanksgiving Fun
Day~

(Photo source: 2018.5.5 by Commercial Times)
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The Company took part in the anniversary
celebration of Uni-President Corp. Charity
Foundation. With the intention of giving back to
society, we continue to support locals, as well as
implement the public welfare policy of caring for
underprivileged groups. We also encourage our
employees to make contribution to social services in
their leisure time in the hope of making a difference.
To help today’s old age society and care about the
people in rural places who are in need. We also hope
that in order to do so, it shall motivate more people,
and get the society’s attention to focus more on the
less-fortunate elder individuals and children. The
Company gives back to society through continuous
public welfare activities with the aim of achieving
corporate social responsibilities.



Community Engagement and Sustainability
1.

2.



The Company is situated next to the Yanshuei River, which is prone to flood in the
event of Typhoon or heavy rain. For this reason, employees are regularly assigned
to clear drainage obstruction especially during rainy season.
In addition of giving back to the neighborhood and promoting sound interaction
with the local community, the Company has also been active in monitoring air
quality and health conditions in the surrounding environment. Meanwhile,
pro-active control measures are being taken for the sustainability of the
environment.

Promoting Local Employment
Employees from nearby districts (Yongkang, Xinshi, and Xinhua) accounted for 43.75%
of total employees in Ton Yi Industrial.
2016~2018 Staff Statistics

3%

4%

4%
Shanhua

26%

24%

28%

Yongkang
Xinhua

4%

4%

6%

7%

7%

6%

2016

2017

2018

Xinshi

The Company is actively involved in recruitment programs organized by nearby schools
and community service institutions. It opens company premises to public visits from time to
time. In 2018, the Company participated in 10 recruitment programs and arranged 4 student
tours to company premises. These efforts not only provide the Company with potential
talents and local students with job opportunities, but also help develop productive interaction
with local schools and teachers as well. Students who show an interest in working for the
Company are invited to seminars where they can learn more about the Company’s culture
and prepare in advance.
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Assurance Summary Table
編號

確信標的資訊

Report Assurance
適用基準

頁碼

非擔任主管職務全時員工為非屬台
財證三字第 920001301 號函定義之
經理人，且工作時數達到公司規定之
1

非擔任主管職務員工平均薪資746,678元。

正常上班時數之員工。

56

2018 年非擔任主管職務全時員工全
年薪資除以 2018 年非擔任主管職務
全時員工平均人數。
截至 2018 年底，除依勞動法令規定不得加入 2018 年 12 月工會之員工人數佔年度
企業工會之員工外，企業工會會員佔員工總人 結束日總員工人數（排除依勞動法令
2

數高達 99.53％。

規定不得加入企業工會之員工）之百

55

分比。
截至 2018 年 12 月底止，統一實業台籍基 截至 2018 年 12 月 31 日，依公司定
層技術人員女性員工平均月報酬為當期台灣 義之基層員工，按性別統計全年薪資
3

地區法定基本工資的 1. 83 倍，技術人員男 及報酬費用並計算平均月報酬。平均

56

性員工的平均月報酬約為基本工資的 2.28 月報酬除以勞動部公告基本工資之
倍。

比率。

員工總受訓時數 40,711 小時。

2018 年度符合統實教育訓練辦法完

4

成之教育訓練時數總和。

54

2018 年總計回收木棧板 7,161 個(回收率 2018 年依公司系統中之木棧板及塑
5

64.8%)，塑膠棧板回收 15,299 個(回收率 膠棧板當年度回收數量除以當年度
101 %)。

出貨數。

50

截至 2018 年度結束日，人資系統中
按性別和年齡組別進行統計之新進
和離職人員人數總和。

6
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53

編號

確信項目

報導基準

頁碼

「 供 應 商 社 會 責 任 承 諾 書 」， 回 覆 比 率 達 截至 2018 年 12 月 31 日，供應商社
92.2%。

會責任承諾書回收數量佔全部合格
供應商比率。

7

29

全年度的環保支出為 70,266 仟元，全年度 環保支出
的環保投資共4,220仟元。

2018年環保支出為下列類型支出金
額總和。
空氣：固定污染源檢測費、固定污染
源空氣污染防制費(塗裝及印刷作業
程序)、固定污染源空氣污染防制費
(鍋爐蒸氣產生程序)水：廢水水質檢
測費、廢水處理設施操作維護費用、

8

水污染防治費廢棄物：廢棄物檢測

42

費、廢棄物清除處理費、土壤及地下
水污染整治費、土壤及地下水污染整
治費。
環保投資
為申報至能源局之2018年節能專案
投資金額總和。
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GRI Index
GRI
GRI 102:
General
Disclosures

Indicators

Page

Chapter

Notes

Organization Profile
102-1

Name of the organization

14

Corporate Governance

102-2

14

Corporate Governance

103-3

Activities, brands, products, and
services
Location of headquarters

14

Corporate Governance

102-4

Location of operations

14

Corporate Governance

102-5

Ownership and legal form

14

Corporate Governance

102-6

Markets served

14

Corporate Governance

102-7

Scale of the organization

14

Corporate Governance

102-8

Information on employees and other
workers
Supply chain

5253
28

Mutual Prosperity
Products and Services

-

-

102-9
102-10

Significant changes to the
organization and its supply chain

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

27

Products and Services

102-12

External initiatives

19

Corporate Governance

102-13

Member of associations

19

Corporate Governance

1-2

Messages from the
Management
Messages from the
Management

No
significan
t changes

Strategy
102-14
102-15

102-16
102-17

Statement from senior
decision-maker
Key impacts, risks and opportunities

1-2

Ethics and Integrity
Values, principles, standards, and
20
norms of behavior
Mechanisms for advice and concerns
20
about ethics
Governance
20

Corporate Governance
Corporate Governance

102-18

Governance structure

Corporate Governance

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

9

CSR Management

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

55

CSR Management

102-42

5

CSR Management

102-43

Identifying and selecting
stakeholders
Approach to stakeholder engagement

9

CSR Management

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

7

CSR Management

102-45

102-47

Entities included in the organization’s
consolidated financial statements
Defining report content and topic
Boundaries
List of material topics

102-48

Restatements of information

Stakeholders Engagement

Reporting Practice
102-46

-

12

CSR Management

8

Corporate Governance

-

-

102-49

Changes in reporting

-

-

102-50

Reporting periods

12

CSR Management

102-51

Date of most recent report

12

CSR Management

102-52

Reporting cycles

12

CSR Management

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding
the report
Claims of reporting in accordance
with the GRI Standards

12

CSR Management

12

CSR Management

102-54
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-

Details in
the 2018
annual report

None
None

102-55

GRI content index

102-56

External assurance

103-1

Explanation of material topic and
its Boundary
The management approach and its
components
Evaluation of the management
approach
Direct economic value generated
and distributed
Defined benefit plan obligations
and other retirement plans
Financial assistance received from
government
Ratios of standard entry level
wage by gender compared to local
minimum wage
Proportion of spending on local
suppliers

7376
7172

CSR Management

8

CSR MANAGEMENT

14

Corporate
Governance
Corporate
Governance
Corporate
Governance
Mutual Prosperity

CSR Management

Economic Performance
GRI 103:
Managemen
t Approach

103-2
103-3

GRI 201:
Economic
Performanc
e

201-1
201-3
201-4

GRI 202:
Market
Presence

202-1

GRI 204:
Procuremen
t Practices

204-1

GRI 103:
Managemen
t Approach

103-1

14
16
56
16
56

Corporate
Governance
Mutual Prosperity

28

Products and
Services

39

Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment

Environmental Index

302-3

Explanation of the material topic
and its Boundary
The management approach and its
components
Evaluation of the management
approach
Materials used by weight or
volume
Reclaimed products and their
packaging materials
Energy consumption within the
organization
Energy intensity

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

303-1
303-3

Interactions with water as a shared
resource
Water withdrawal

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

44

305-2

44

305-4

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG
emissions
GHG emissions intensity

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

42

305-7

Nitrogen oxides (NO x), sulfur
oxides (SO x ), and other significant
air emissions
Water discharge by quality and
destination

4445

103-2
103-3

GRI 301:
Materials

301-1
301-3

GRI 302:
Energy

GRI 303:
Water

GRI 305:
Emissions

GRI 306:
Effluents

302-1

306-1

39
39
40
4950
41
41
4142
46
47

44

48

Sustainable
Environment
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and Waste

306-2
306-3
306-5

GRI 307:
Environmen
tal
Compliance
GRI 308:
Environmen
tal
Assessment

307-1

308-1
308-2

Waste by type and disposal
method
Significant spills

48

Water bodies affected by water
discharges and/or runoff
Non-compliance with
environmental laws and
regulations

46

New suppliers that were screened
using environmental criteria
Negative environmental impacts
in the supply chain and actions
taken

29

48

42

29

Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Sustainable
Environment
Products and
Services
Products and
Services

Social Index
GRI 401:
Employmen
t

GRI 402:
Labor/Man
agement
Relations
GRI 403:
Occupation
al Health
and Safety

401-1

New employee hires and employee
turnover
Benefits provides to full-time
employees that are not provided to
temporary or part-time employees
Parental leave
Minimum notice periods regarding
operational changes

53

Mutual Prosperity

56

Mutual Prosperity

56
58

Mutual Prosperity
Mutual Prosperity

Occupational health and safety
management system
Hazard identification, risk
assessment, and incident
investigation
Occupational health services
Work participation, consultation,
and communication on
occupational health and safety
Average hours of training per year
per employee
Programs for upgrading employee
skills and transition assistance
programs
Percentage of employees receiving
regular performance and career
development reviews
Diversity of governance bodies
and employees
Ratio of basic salary and
remuneration of women to men
Incidents of discrimination and
corrective actions taken

55

Mutual Prosperity

64

Mutual Prosperity

65
55

Mutual Prosperity
Mutual Prosperity

54

Mutual Prosperity

54

Mutual Prosperity

54

Mutual Prosperity

53

Mutual Prosperity

56

Mutual Prosperity

58

Mutual Prosperity

412-1

Operations that have been subject
to human rights reviews or impact
assessments

52

Mutual Prosperity

413-1

Operations with local community
engagement, impact assessments,
and development programs

6768

Mutual Prosperity

401-2

401-3
402-1

403-1
403-2

403-3
403-4

GRI 404:
Training
and
Education

404-1
404-2

404-3

GRI 405:
Diversity
and Equal
Opportunity

405-1

GRI 406:
Non-discrim
ination
GRI 412:

406-1

人 Human
Rights
Assessment
GRI 413:
Local
Communitie
s
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405-2

GRI 414:
Supplier
Social
Assessment

414-1

New suppliers that were screened
using social criteria

29

Products and
Services

414-2

Negative social impacts in the
supply chain and actions taken

29

Products and
Services

GRI 103:
Managemen
t Approach

103-1

Explanation of material topic and
its Boundary
The management approach and its
components
Evaluation of the management
approach
Assessment of the health and
safety impacts of product and
service categories
Incidents of non-compliance
concerning the health and safety
impacts of products and services
Requirements for product and
service information and labeling
Incidents of non-compliance
concerning product and service
information and labeling
Incidents of non-compliance
concerning marketing
communications
Non-compliance with laws and
regulations in the social and
economic area

26

Products and
Services
Products and
Services
Products and
Services
Products and
Services

Product Index

103-2
103-3

GRI 416:
Customer
Health and
Safety

416-1

GRI 417:
Marketing
and
Labeling

417-1

416-2

417-2

417-3

GRI 419:
Socioecono
mic
Compliance

419-1

26
26
26

-

-

None

31
-

Products and
Services
-

None

-

-

None

63

Mutual Prosperity
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